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Times

Board Asks Dismissal
Of Suit Filed By Curris
The Murray State University Board
of Regents has asked for dismissal of
a suit filed by Constantine Curris over
the regents' attempt to oust Curris as
president of Murray State University.
Attorneys for the board filed the action Friday afternoon in Calloway Circuit Court, just prior to a pre-trial conference with special Judge J. Paul
Keith Jr. and Curris' attorneys.
Keith set a deadline of Wednesday,
March 18, for attorneys to submit
briefs on the motion to dismiss the
suit.
If Keith overrules the motion to
dismiss, Curris' suit against the
regents will begin at 9 a.m. Monday,
March 23, in Calloway Circuit Court.
Curris, president of MSU since
September 1973, filed suit March 4 in
an effort to halt the regents' attempt
to remove him from office.
The regents had voted 6-4 on Feb. 22
to prefer charges against Curris and
to relieve him of most official
presidential duties until a hearing on
the charges before the board scheduled March 28. The board transferred
the presidential powers to vice president for administrative services Mar-
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ELLIS HONORED — Holmes
Ellis, who retired as general
manager of the Western DarkFired
Tobacco
Growers
Association after 32 years, was
honored at a dinner Friday at
the Kenlake Hotel. (At left)
Leonard Grief (right), president
of the association's board of
directors, presented Ellis a
plaque in appreciation of his
services. (Below) Ellis and his
wife Gela were greeted by
fan*, friends and fellow
workers in the tobacco
business following the dinner.
Guest speakers and several in
attendance praised Ellis for his
services to the association and
to the community.

shall Gordon but allowed Curris to re- ministrative remedies must be exhausted before the court would have
tain the title of president.
Curris' suit asks the court to pro- any jurisdiction in the matter.
Keith, who was appointed to hear
hibit five members of the 10-member
board from participating in the hear- the case after Calloway Circuit Judge
ing alleging "that each of them is so James M. Lassiter disqualified
biased and so prejudiced with respect himself, is expected to rule on the moto the undertaking to oust or remove tion to dismiss the the suit by
(Curtis) that they ... cannot and will Thursday.
In other developments related to the
not give the plaintiffs fair and impartial heaing upon the charges which case:
• The board of regents is holding a
have been or may be brought against
special meeting at 1 p.m. today. In adhim."
dition to consideration of a few
The suit filed by Curris also seeks to regular items of business,
the regents
overturn a resolution adopted by the are expected
to meet behind closed
regents in that Feb. 22 session that doors
to discuss the ongoing investigastrips him of his presidential authori- tion
of Curris as well as the pending
ty.
legal action.
The regents' request for dismissal
• A legislative subcommittee Friclaims that the court does not have day asked Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. to
jurisdiction in the matter and cites stop
the regents' from spending an
Kentucky statutes that give the board estimated
$32,000 for attorneys and
"exclusive control over employment, accountants
fees to assist MSU attenure and official relations of torney James
Overby in the investigaemployees."
tion of the charges against Curris.
The boards' motion also cites
That motion, made by Rep. Ramsey
Supreme Court rulings that say
Morris, D-Hopkinsville, and approved
"familiarity with the facts of a case ... by the education subcommittee of the
does not ... disqualify a decision- interim joint Committee on Apmaker" and further claims that ad- propriations and Revenue.

Protests Planned Over Cuts
By Safety, Amtrak Officials
By KEVIN M.COSTELLOE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — As federal
safety experts and Amtrak officials
protest planned cutbacks in their
allocations, administration budget officials are facing congressmen concerned over proposed Social Security
cuts that would affect some 3 million
households.
President Reagan did pick up one
budget victory Friday when the
Senate Environment and Public
Works Committee voted to cut programs under its control by roughly
the amount Reagan wanted.
However, Stuart Statler, acting
chairman of the Consumer Products
Safety Commission, complained to a
House subcommittee that the administration's proposal to cut the tiny
agency's budget by more than 25 percent would "mean severely limiting"
some of its most important functions.
He warned that could lead to
manufacturers losing an incentive to
design safety features into their consumer products.
Administration officials tried to
counter Amtrak's claims that the
passenger rail system would have to
limit its operations to the popular Northeast corridor under the Reagan's

Paducahan Charged
With Shoplifting
At Local Shoe Store
An 18-year-old Paducah girl was
charged with shoplifting Friday afternoon after taking a pair of shoes from
the Shoe Shack, 401 Maple, a Murray
Police Department spokesman said.
Michelle R. Arnot, 122 Goodman St.,
was placed under $250 bond, the
spokesman said.
Although the charge was a misdemeanor, Arnot was fingerprinted and
mug shots were taken by police, the
spokesman said. Both will remain in a
permanent police file, the spokesman
added.
After Arnot left the store, store
owner Emmy Edwards reported the
incident and gave a description of Arnot's car and tag number to the police.
Police officials apprehended Arnot 15
minutes later in another part of town.
The shoes were recovered.
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plans, which would cut Amtrak's $9193.
million budget request to $613 million.
Robert W. Blanchette, chief of the
Federal Railway Adsninistration, told
a Senate Commerce subcommittee
that anywhere from $150 million to
$250 million would be available next
year to provide service outside the
heavily traveled Boston-New YorkWashington runs.

reduction of minimum Social Security
benefits would reduce net government
payments to about 1.5 million,
changes in the disability program
would affect about 55,000 people and
the loss of burial benefits about
700,000.
Stockman acknowledged before the
subcommittee that the administration
plans one change that would benefit
retired people who still work parttime — repealing the $5,500 limit on
the amount a Social Security
beneficiary can receive without a
reduction of retirement benefits.

Budget Director
David
A.
Stockman, meanwhile, ran into some
intensive questioning from skeptical
Democrats on the House Social
Security subcommittee as he defended proposed cuts that would eliminate
That would affect an estimated 1.1
or reduce benefits for approximately
million people and add $7 billion to $8
3 million receipients of various Social
billion to Social Security costs. The
Security programs.
Washington Post reported that twoRep. James M. Shannon, D-Mass., thirds of the people who wrii!d bench'
questioned whether the administra- earn more than $17,500 a year.
tion realizes what its proposed cuts
On a related matter, Stockman
would do to people.
assured the subcommittee that the adFamily, friends and fellow tobacco
According to government figures, ministration has no plans to ask for a
the administration's planned phase- reduction in the cost-of-living in- businessmen gathered Friday night to
out of student benefits would affect creases now provided to Social Securi- pay tribute to Holmes Ellis, general
manager of the Western Dark Fired
about 772,000 college students, its ty recipients.
Tobacco Growers Association, who
retired after 32 years with the
organization.

Retires From Association After 32 Years

Ellis Is Honored At Dinner

Crofton Families Evacuated
After 12-Car Derailment, Leak

• Frank Snodgrass, executive vice
president of the Burley and Dark Leaf
Export Association, who called Ellis a
man "who gave time and talent
unselfishly." He added that Ellis
"cares about the organization and his
fellow men."

A dinner was held in Ellis' honor at
Snodgrass said the Ellis should be
the Kenlake Hotel. Also, Leonard commended for giving his retirement
Grief, president of the association's notice well in advance and selecting
been fed at Crofton City Hall and board of directors, presented Ellis a and training his replacement.
would be permitted to return to their plaque in appreciation for his years of
• James Lassiter, Calloway and Marhomes later in the morning.
service.
shall Counties Circuit Court judge,
Castner also said 70 cars of the 122
Among the evening's speakers who said that Ellis, a former mayor of
car freight were able to resume the
Murray and current candidate for
trip to Evansville after the accident. were:
The train had been made up at • Will Edd Clark, incoming general that position, has been active in commanager and master of ceremonies at munity organizations as well as the
Nashville.
Castner said the track should be the dinner, who praised Ellis for his association.
Those in attendance also were given
reopened to traffic about 10 p.m. efforts in training him for the position.
tonight.

CROFTON, Ky. ( AP) — Approximately 65 families were evacuated
from the Crofton area early today
after 12 Louisville & Nashville cars
derailed and three began leaking a
phosphatic fertilizer solution.
Charles Castner, spokesman for the
railroad, said the chemical wasn't
flammable but was a corrosive that
could irritate the throat if the fumes
were breathed.
"There were no injuries and no
fire," said Castner, adding that repair
crews were already at the scene, 13
miles north of HopkinsviIle.
He said the spillage had 19een controlled by building an emerirency ditch.
Castner said the crews also had
blocked a ditch which drains into
Crofton Lake, the source of the city's
By HERBERT SPARROW
water supply.
Associated Press Writer
"As far as we can tell, there's no
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — The
danger of the chemical reaching the
Mayfield Independent school system
lake," Castner said.
He said some of the families had has grown by 1,500 acres, the result of
action by the state Board of Education.
The state board voted 7-2 Friday to
transfer the land from the Graves
County school system after the county
system rejected a compromise solution offered by the state board to end a
year-long dispute between the two
Sunny and mild today with
west Kentucky school systems.
highs in the low 60s. Mostly
The state board then voted
clear tonight. Lows around 40.
unanimously to recommend that the
Increasing cloudiness windy
two local boards study the possibility
and continued mild Sunday with
of merger.
a slight chance c4 showers.
The dispute centered around six
Highs in the mid e0s. Westerly
areas of land that lie within the
winds 5 to 10 miles an hour toMayfield city limits but are in the
day becoming more southerly
county school system.
and increasing to 10 to 15 miles
Residents in the six areas had petian hour tonight and southwest
tioned the state board to be
10 to 20 miles an hour Sunday.
transferred to the cityschool system.
Precipitation chances 20 perThe petitions came after the county
cent Sunday.
board voted to end an arrangement
that allowed students residing in the
areas to attend the city system tuition

a chance to stand and congratulate
Ellis.
Ellis, only the second gmeral
manager in the association's 50-year
history, plans to devote his time to
"recreation" and his campaign for
mayor of Murray. Ellis held the
mayor's job for four consecutive
terms, his last ending in 1973.
A retired lieutenant colonel in the
Army reserves, Ellis was an assistant
farm agent on the University of Kentucky Extension Service staff in 1935.
He also servecras the UK farm agent
in McLean and Henry Counties prior
to becoming head . of the tobaccomarketing cooperative. •
Ellis also held the position of chairman of the Burley and Di:rk Fired
Tobacco Export Association.

Dispute Ended

Mayfield System Gains Land From County

sunny
and mild

free.
Mayfield Superintendent Don
Sparks said 159 students attend the city system tuition free from the areas
involved, while another 13 who
haven't been released pay tuition. He
said approximately 20 other students
attend the county system.
The state board acted at a special
meeting Friday after the Graves
County Board of Education rejected a
compromise solution recommended
by the state board and Superintendent
of Public Instruction Raymond
Barber in January.
Barber's original proposal would
have reduced the amount of annexed
land from 1,500 acres to 500 acres, exluding areas that are not yet
developed.
The Mayfield board accepted the
recommendation, but the county
board voted Jan. 27 not to annex any
property under any circumstances.
Barber then recommended that all
six areas be annexed and the state
board approved his recommendation.
"I have reached the conclusion that,
at this time, the educational needs of

the children residing in the petitioned especially disappointed that the state
areas can best be served by granting board included the undeveloped land
the petitions," Barber said.
in the annexed territory.
Barber said he reached his conclu"I can't see how the state Board of
sions because of the unsuccessful at- Education can give away property
tempts to resolve the issue, the length that had nothing to do with the
of time since the petitions had been, students," Spalding. "That is the
drawn and the need to resolve the future growth of both districts."
matter before the start of another
Spalding said he would recommend
schookyear.
that his board go along with the
The transfer will take place July 1. recommendation to study merger, but
The Mayfield board must pay the he felt the board's action would hurt
county board 87,484 compensation by any merger efforts. that time.
Mayfield board chairnian John C.
The money will pay for 6.2 percent Waters Jr. said his board would also
of the county system's current bonded cooperate in the merger study, which
indebtedness. That is the same calls for each board to submit a list of
percentage that the $20 million assess- five names to Barber, who will then
ed value of the annexed property is to select three people from each list to
the total value of all property in the make up the eommittee.
Graves County school district.
"I ani delighted,- overwhelmed,"
Graves County school Superinten- Waters said of the board's action.
dent Gyndel Garnett said he was "We have been working on this for 14
dismayed at the state board's deci- months.
sion.
"This is an extremely emotional,
"We have justified all along why it volatile issue for our community,"
should not be granted," Garnett said. Waters said. "But I hold no personal
Robert Spalding, chairman of the feelings against my counterparts in
Gray
County board, said he was the county district."

-
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HEALTH
Find Cause For Fatigue

Tuesday, March 17
Tuesday, March 17
Sabarday, March 14
Tuesday, March 17
Ellis Center will be open
Martin's Chapel United
Local chapter of Full
Parents Anonymous will
Gospel Business Men's Methodist Church Women from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for ac- meet at 6:30
p.m For inforLawrence E Lamb, .
Fellowship International will meet at 7 p.m. at the tivities by the Senior Citizens mation call
753-5995 or 435will meet at the Colonial church with Doris Robertson with food demonstration by 4385.
DEAR DR LAMB - I am a
Your heart rate is influ- and some heart conditions.
Murray State students at 11
71-year-old male and except
But be has had me on this
House Smorgasbord for a as president.
for an enlarged prostate and a enced by- standing and meals drug over a year What can be
a.m. and lunch for today onGirl Scout Troop 555 of meal at 730 p.m and the
The factors that influence the the outcome and
Singles
Class
stiff
of
shoulder
Seventh
I
am
in
reason
Christian Wornen's Club of ly at 12'15 p.m.
East Calloway Elementary program, featuring Al
heart rate are discussed in effects may occur' what side
and Poplar Churchfksf Christ ably good health I am con- detail
in The Health Letter
School will have a bake and Williams of Anna, Ill., as Murray will meet from 12
cerned about the rate of my
DEAR READER - Hydrowill
Dexter
meet
at
7
Senior
pñ
at
Citizens
number
the
9-8. Your Heart Rate chlorothiand
will
noon to 2 p.m at the Colonial
pulse It is never less than 80
macrame sale from 10 a m speaker, at 830 p.m.
known as
What
It
Means. which I am Hydrodiuril, e.is also
church
meet
building
at
9.30
a.m. at Dexter
even when I first wake up It
a commonly
House Smorgasbord with
to 12 noon at the Calloway
sending
you
Others
who
want
goes
to
Center.
anything
used medicine to help the kidbetween 95 this issue can
Mrs. HananHarnada,
Public library.
send 75 cents neys wash out sodium
Ssusday, March 1.5
Al the
Willing Workers Class of and 110 if I am moving with a long, stamped,
self- sodium is eliminated it takes around or after meals I tire
Murray State Racers will originally from Beirut,
Sinking
Spring Baptist easily
addressed envelope for at to excess water
Hazel and Douglas Centers
Lebanon,
speaker
as
with
it In most
Bean and Ham Dinner, meet Indiana State in a tenwill be open from 10 a.m. to 2 Church will meet at the
Is this extra action on the me, in care of this newspaper. instances it is a perfectly safe
sponsored by North Side In- ms match at the University
Box 1551, Radio City and very useful medicine
home of Patsy Neale at 7 part of my heart building up P0
p.m
for
activities
by
the
Station,
Free
blood
pressure
New York, NY 10019
check
dependent Church, will be Courts, Chestnut Street,
the muscle or wearing it out"
It does tend to eliminate
p.m.
Various illnesses, including potassium
will be from 12 noon to 2 p m Senior Citizens with lunch at
DEAR READER
served starting at 5 p.m at Murray
too, through the
Your an overactive
Hazel
thyroid,
at
can
11:45
a.m.
and
heart
at
rate
will
kidney
neither
so people using it for a
wear
at the Seventh-Day Adventhe Dexter Community
Churchwide skating party out your heart nor build it up cause a fast resting heart diuretic need to take potassiDouglas
at
12
noon.
rate A
Center. Charge will be $1.50 Parents of Murray High tist Church, South 15th and
heart um, or at least
of Memorial Baptist Church It is an indication of your muscle, as weakened
to
in heart failure. lots of potassiumbeinsure
for adults and $1 for children School baseball players will Sycamore Streets
health status In a healthy, fit
their hod
Murray Assembly No. 19 will be from 6 to 8 p.m. at male without
anxiety the rest- can cause the heart rate to be from oranges, bananas or
under 10.
meet at 3 p.m. at the high
Order of the Rainbow for Roller Skating of Murray. ing heart rate is closer to 60, fast That can also be one
other fruits and fruit juices. I!
Murray TOPS take off
school to discuss plans for
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at Cost will be $1.50 per person. and may be less Women have many causes for fatigue See
Your doctor undoubtedly
Full Gospel Women's the spring training trip to pounds sensibly I Club will
slightly higher rates Of your doctor and let him help takes a blood test periodical;
the lodge hall.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
course, physical activity find the reason for your ly By checking how you .11/pg
Fellowship of Murray and Florida.
Men's Prayer breakfast of increases the rate
doing he knows that you are
Center.
during fatigue and fast heart rate
Calloway County will meet
Annual style show by First United Methodist activity and immediately Meanwhile, if you smoke or getting along splendidly with
at 830 a.m. for a continental
Paducah Area Alumnae of
drink lots of coffee, try to your medicines The chief
afterward
Music Department of the Church will be at 7 a.m.
Junior horn recital by
breakfast at the WOW Alpha Phi will meet at 2 p.m.
Relatively fast resting change your life style After danger of Hydrodturil and
Murray Woman's Club will
you have seen your doctor, if many other diuretics is the
heart rates may be from
building. Ruth Rowland in the Alpha Phi Suite, Charles Thomas Miller,
be held with luncheon at 12
Mothers' Morning Out will tivity Healthy young meninacput your health permits a sensible loss of too much salt or ,an
Huntsville,
Ala.,
will be at
Holland will be the guest Swann Hall, Murray State.
bed rest gradually develop exercise program could prove imbalance in the body of salt .
8:15 p.m. in the Recital Hall noon and dessert at 7:30 p.m. be at 9 a.m, at the First aatfaster
speaker and all interested
resting heart rate - tube beneficial to your health
and water By now your docat
Noon tickets are $5 and night United Methodist Church.
Monday, March 16
Annex, Fine Arts Center,
women are invited to attend.
perhaps
DEAR DR LAMB - I read tor knows how you respondir
because of a build up
tickets are $3.
Murray Softball Associa- Murray State University.
of adrenaline stores in the an article about the dangers the amount you are taking
First United Methodist heart muscle from lack of of drugs and hydrochlorothiayou should need any adj Polled Hereford Show will tion will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
exercise
Senior
The resting rate ride was mentioned I feel I ments he can easily do it. ISO
Church
Women
Adults
will
have
of
a
First
BapCalloway
the
County
High
be held at 9 a.m. and sale at
Ceramics show by Dickie
may
have
be
a
increased from anxievery good doctor who you can expect to take
12:30 p.m. at the West Ken- School Library. All coaches Blandford, Owensboro, and tist Church will have a bazaar workshop at 9:30 ty or from too much coffee, has helped me through 30 medicine for a long time wi ,
tea and tobacco
years of high blood pressure out any significant danger.
tucky Livestock and Exposi- are urged to attend this an exhibit in design- covered dish luncheon at 12 a.m.
tion Center. Sponsored by meeting.
materials by Bryan Tnble, noon at the fellowship hall
the West Kentucky Polled
Henderson, will be at Eagle with Dr. Richard BroerMurray Chapter of Profes- Gallery, Fine Arts Center, ingmeyer as speaker.
Hereford Association, the
show and sale is free and sional Secretaries Interna- Murray State, through
1RA G CORN. JR
Murray Optimist Club will
tional will meet at 7 p.m. at March 19.
open to the public.
The
women
of
the
Oaks
Country
Club
will
have
a
ladies
meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
the Calloway County Library
day luncheon on Wednesday, March 18, at 12 noon at the
Tea Party with Frank
"Think wrongly. if you
Murray Squar-A-Naders Annex.
NORTH
3-14-A
• club.
Retirees of Local 1068 Beamer as guest speaker.
please, but in all cases think
•A 5 4 2
vv-ill dance from 8 to 10:30
Reservations should be made by Monday by calling Sue
UAW of the Tappan Comfor yourself" G E Less•AQJ6
Reservations for Tuesday
p.m. at the Woodmen of the
Wells or Mary Wells.
•Q7
ing
pany and retirees of other
Alcoholics Anonymous will
luncheon
Christian
of
World Hall.
•A 54
locals are scheduled to meet meet at 8 p.m. at the west
Women's Club of Murray
WEST
EAST
for a covered dish supper at end of the West Kentucky
There was nothing wrong •Q 6
•K J1011871
Murray Woman'stlub will should be made by today 5:30 p.m. at the
First Chris- Livestock and Exposition
•9 5
•
about
42
declarer's
thinking
in
with
Shirley
Winters,
753have a general meeting with
•AKI06
•
.1 3 2
tian Church.
his play of today's taxing
Center.
reports from the 10 depart- 7745, or Meredith Zehr, 7534.8
game The bidding told him •KJI076
•IL
SOUTH
ments and election of new of- 9618.
where the high cards were.
•- Frances Drake
ficers at 9:30 a.m. at the club
but that was not enough
•K 10 8 73
Also needed was a plan for
Blue Grass State CB Club
house. All members are urgFOR SUNDAY, MARCH 15, 1981
49 98 5 4
taking 10 tricks
will meet at 7 p.m. at Joe's
•Q 9 3 2
ed to attend.
What kind of day will tomor- quiet home pastimes.
After
North's
takeout
row be? To find out what the LIBRA
Family Restaurant
double. East's jump to three
stars say, read the forecast (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22i An
Alcoholics Anonymous and
spades
was
a
Vulnerable None Dealer,pre-emptive
gives
for
your birth Sign.
Don't trust hearsay. InFriendship Homemakers
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
West The bidding
shot, hoping to shut South
vestigate matters for yourself.
ARIES
out of the bidding South West North East Math
the west end of the West Ken- Club will meet at the home of
I Mar. 21 to Apr 19 enr4 Initiative brings career
(Marty Bergen of Hudson. I.
LW
3*
tucky Livestock and Exposi- Marsha Hendren at 7 p.m.
4
•
Pass
Catch up on neglected rewards. An unexpected inPass
NY ) bid on anyway and
Pass
tion Center.
vitaLon
lights
up
p.m.
the
household
tasks. Deceptive
four hearts was the final
Theta Department, Murtrends prevail at a distance.
venture
Opening lead Spade queen
Murray State Racers will ray Woman's Club, will meet By Abigail Van Buren
Evening favors dating and SCORPIO
The trick on this hand was
7:30
l'Oct.
at
p.m.
23 to Nov. 21 In•r4P
at the club house
meet Memphis State Univerhaving good times.
to avoid the loss of two diaBe careful of valuables,
monds and two clubs West's win his 10 and, with nothing
TAURUS
sity in a baseball game at with Mrs. Harlan Hodges as
especially if traveling. You'll
'Apr. 20 to May 201
opening bid marked the but clubs left, the forced'
Reagan Field, Murray State, guest speaker.
make
excellent
career
conlocation
of the club king, so club lead away from West's
Social
is
favored,
life
but
not
at 2:30 p.m.
Front Porch Swing is
the routine finesse of low to king gave declarer his
everything you hear now will tacts now. Look for chances to
Lacrease
income.
South's queen was destined game-going trick
be true. Evening hours favor
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Solo and Ensemble
to fail To succeed. West had
at the First Christian Chur- DEAR ABBY: Yesterday at work I overheard a young, home life and making new SAGITTARIUS
Festival, sponsored by the
1Nov.
Dec.
72
to
211
Xietig
to
be forced to lead a club
plans.
well-educated co-worker (I'll call her Judy) talking to
ch.
Bid sith Coro
n46f. Watchout for self-deception
a
Here's how Bergen did it
Kentucky Music Educators
fellow employee. She said, "My mother is having this GEMINI
and wishful thinking. Counter
West's spade queen was
Association, will be held for
(May 21 toJune 20)
South
holds
3-14-B
Community Chorus is middle-age menopause depression. This morning she
tendency
ruffed and a low diamond
Don't be careless with
middle and high school musiirma
ydrn
was led to dummy. West's
scheduled to rehearse at 7:30 threatened to kill herself, 80 I calmly said, 'Mom, in case valuables. You'll have a aaffda
eavrrung
e action.tend
kwith
in•
cians in Price Doyle Fine
you've
king winning West's spade
•K 3087 3
p.m. at the Calloway Public Dad's forgotten where the gun is, it's under the pillow on chance to improve your in- teUeetaal stimulation.
side of the bed. The gun is loaded, so why don't you
Arts Center, Murray State
•9 8 5 4
continuation was ruffed and
come and status in the corn- CAPRICORN
Library.
quit
talking
about
it and go ahead and kill yourself?'" Then munity. Enjoy p.m.
•Q 9 32
University.
another low diamond went
visiting.
Dec. 23(0 Jan- 19)
Judy went on to say,"You know, people who keep
to
West's ace
j_..A
Don't give way to self-doubt
threaten- CANCER
North
Sesta
Calloway
County
ing
Associato
commit
suicide
West
never
exited
do.
about
Sure
a
with
romantic
a trump 1
situation.
enough, a few hours (June 21 toJuly Z21
Any girl in sixth, seventh,
tion of Retarded Citizens is later, Mom called me at work to apologize for threatening
to declarer's eight and a low I NT
Psychosomatic complaints Heart-to-heart talks bring
and eighth grades in
to
kill herself."
are possible, Travel and dis- positive results. Be willing to diamond was ruffed in
Calloway County School scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. I was
dummy A top heart was
shocked. Maybe Judy handled the situation tant interests are favored. The
va,,,,,rY routine•
System interested in playing in Special Education properly because her
ANSWER: Two club!
cashed from dummy and the
mother didn't kill herself, but I've p.m. may bring a new job or
- heard
.in a Saturday morning Building, Murray State.
ace
of spades was cashed, Should play in a suit and clubs
that a suicide threat is a cry for help and should never money opportunity.
AQURIS( Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
should
be the best spot
basketball league is asked to
he taken lightly. Who is right?
Friends and money don't declarer discarding a club
Murray Lodge No. 105
Finally. dummy's last
july
to
Aug.
23
meet at 10 a.m, at' the
ubt4
22,
t
-ta.
favorably.
mix
may
You
want
Send
bodge
BETHLEHEM, PA.
to The Anal.
spade was ruffed and P 0 Box 12363,quesines
Dallas Texas 752.11.
Calloway Middle School. For Free and Accepted Masons
You may be puzzled about a to catch up on some office declarer's last diamond
was voth self arktreseed. stamped envelope
information call Coach will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the DEAR BETHLEHEM: You are. Judy repeated a child's welfare. Hold money work. New friends make for
played, dummy discarding a for reply
lodge hall.
common misconception. My experts in the field
David Elliott, 759-1903.
of matters in confidence. Try an Interesting Pin
club West was invited to
suicide prevention say that no threat of suicide something different for fun PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201
Recovery, Inc., will meet should be taken lightly — that statistically the tvom
nigGht.
o
To
avert
Bargain Matinees
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health likelihood of suicide increases every time a person
)
hee
lld
c
mis
w
e
ith
rsta
‘ilcon_
an
hig
dih
n:s
r,
.up.ds
leop
uobrts
. Tilt:siSepttuaTont
Center, North Seventh and goes untreated after attempting suicide or threaten- 1 AAugho
Sat. Sun. 2:00
ing to. Judy's mother needs help.
may
Olive Streets, Murray.
Cheri & Cue'
and
exercise
prove incern you. Social life and partAll Seats Si .50
nerships should provide vigarating. A new work oppor••
Hazel and Douglas Centers
pleasure. Evening favors tunity may arise.
will be open from '0 a.m. to 2 DEAR ABBY: This could be classified
as a stupid
/111111110217211111111M
p.m. for activities by the question, but it has been bugging me. I am 15 years
old. A
mipmcoarcwommulm
Senior Citizens. Lunch will few weeks ago I read an article in the newspaper. It was an
be served at 11:45 a.m. at interview with a gigolo. He told how much he enjoyed his
Hazel and at 12 noon at work and said it was a wonderful way to make a living.
(General Offices Cleveland, Tennessee)
As I was reading this article, a thought suddenly occurred
Douglas.
to me. If what hookers do is against the law, then why isn't
We
are pleased to serve the community with this new
NEW
The
YORK
(API — Sexinstitute, an affiliate
what gigolos do against the law? It is practically the
field endeavor
same ual activity among of Planned Parenthood, said
Exhibition 'of contem• 1133314
porary art from the Kansas
JUST WONDERING teenagers has jumped the number of sexually acPUBLIC INVITED
dramatically, causing an in- tive teenagers increased by
City collection, known as
05, 9 zs
2 00Sat sun
Our newest congregation is meeting
"the Morgan Collection," DEAR WONDERING: First, the only "stupid ques- crease in the number of teen- two-thirds in the 1970s, and
at Woodmen of The World Bldg.
will be at Eagle Gallery, tions" are those that aren't asked for fear of appear- age pregnancies despite in- "the increase was most
Fine Arts Center, Murray ing stupid.
creased use of contracep- dramatic among whites —
Sunday, March 1 5th
What
hookers
do
is
vastly different from what tives, according to a report especially those aged 15 to
State,through April 14.
230 p.m. Worship Service
gigolos
do.
A
"hooker"
is
a
female prostitute who
lB
17, whose rate of activity
Sherman Blackwell Jr. District Overseer
solicits mei)Jua.the purpose of selling them sexual by the Alan Guttrnacher Institute.
An exhibition of arts and favors.
doubled."
crafts by students in Clark
By age 19, according to the
A gigolo is a male who is available for a fee to
and Regents Halls, Murray escort a woman wherever she wants to
go. Sexual report published Thursday,
State, will be presented by favors are not included.
two out of three females and
Mason Art Gallery Exhibits
four out of five males have
•• •
in Hart Hall from Ito 3 p.m.
had sexual intercourse. The
through March 19.
average age for a girl's first
DEAR ABBY: I don't know why, but whenever I get
a sexual experience is 16, the
Blood River Associational compliment I feel embarrassed and don't know what to say, report said.
so
I put myself down. For example, if someone says,"My,
Music Shop Talk meeting
The report, entitled
that's a pretty dress," I say something like, "Oh, this old
will be at 7 p.m. at Jonathan
"TeenAge Pregnancy: The
rag. It's two years old."
Creek Baptist Assembly. How should I
handle a compliment without appearing Problem That Hasn't Gone
Contact Milton Gresham at conceited?
Away," estimated 7 million
Memorial Church for inforSHY IN EVANSVILLE:, IND, males and 5 million females
mation.
in their teens now are sexDEAR SHY: Smile, say "'Thank you." and shut up. ually active.
Golden Circle Class of
Although the use of birth
•• •
Memorial Baptist Church
control has increased, the
will meet at 7 p.m.
report said, nearly twoDEAR ABBY: Want to know the quickest way to
get a thirds
of the teen-age girls
thank-you after spending hard-earned money on just
the
I.ydian Sunday School right gift for ill-manner
ed people? It's easy. My mother interviewed said they either
Class of Sinking Spring Bap- dreamed up this great technique, and I
have been practicing had never uset; contraceptist Church will have a salad it ever since.
tives or used them only ersupper at the church at 6. 30 After waiting one month for an acknowledgment, tele- ratically, and 51 percent said
Cher-oh •'53 33'
phone the store where the gift was purchased and ask them
p.m.
they did not think they could
to put a tracer on it. (Most stores are very cooperative.
and get pregnant.
LAO 5110•S 1048M
Youth Prayer Breakfast received.)will promptly call or write a letter asking if the gift was ever
Unless present trends are
will be at 7 30 a.m, at the
Oiri 2
I I 38
M.
reversed, the report said,
It's amazing how soon you will get a th aNn
(
k
)
-y
io;:m
NH ROCKY NONNI
W
m
ho
y
Fellowship Hall of First Bap- cares if they're
four of every 10 girls now agembarrasse
se d? They could use a lesson.
MOM RIM (111)
tist Church.
ed 14 will become pregnant
at least once in their teens.
Getting married? Whether you
Reservations for the ladies
want a
day luncheon on Wednesday church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own formal Two in 10 will give birth, and
-thing" one in seven will have an
ceremony, get Abby'a new
booklet. Send 111 plus
at the Oaks Country Club long,
a abortion, according to the
aelf-addreelied. stamped (28 cents)
should be made today with Abby's
envelope to:
Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky
report, a compilation of
Drive.
Sue Wells or Mary Wells.
Hills, Calif. P0212,
Beverly
about 100 existing studies.
Saturday, March 14
Film, ''invasion: will be
shown at Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene at 7
p iii

Oaks Women To Have
Luncheon Wednesday
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Murray Business News Briefs
Things Change From Mom,Pop Days
I second in a series
business losses? Do you have may be lower
than the rate on As employees of a corporaof five articles)
tax bracket
the most tax beneficial fnnge personal
income tax, depen- tion, you can take advantage
Things have changed since benefits?
The subchapter S corporading on the bracket into which of corporate fringe
benefit
the days when the Mom and
tion offers many of the advanIs your business a partner- you fall. However,
corporate plans which are deductible by
Pop retail store epitomized ship, corporation or
tages of a regular corporation
sub- profits may be taxed a second the corporati
on but not tax- while avoiding the double
small business in America. chapter S? If there is little
tax
risk time when they come out of able to the employees
.
For
in- Profits are taxed to you in the
Mom usually worked for Pop, involved in your business,
a the corporation as dividends. stance, the
corporati
on may year they are earned by the
the sole proprietor; she usual- partnership may suit
you best. If you and your spouse collect be
able to deduct as much as corporation
ly worked without pay and This is similar to a
and you report
sole pro- those dividends you pay in- 25 percent
of
total compensa- them as income
wasn't eligible for social prietorship. You
on your tax
and your come tax on them.
tion
paid
during the year, or return. CPAs say
security benefits.
spouse provide all the capital, Determine your
that you
salary
—
or
possibly
even more, through may find a subchapte
Today's Mom and Pop are you receive all the
r S corprofits, and dividend income — by figuring corporate
profit sharing and poration especially
more likely to be officers of you assume all the
beneficial
risks. Your out the best tax advantage. pension plans.
That money is in the early years of a business
their own corporation, both profits and losses are
included Ask your tax advisor how this not taxable
to you until you - the years with
receiving salaries and other on your personal
most risk
income tax works. Remember, the best collect it
at retirement when and the biggest
fringe benefits. According to return. You may be
lasses.
able to salary for you and your spouse you will probably
be in a lower
the Kentucky Society of CPAs, reduce taxes by forming
a is one that won't cost you more
a primary concern of today's family partnersh
ip and in personal income tax than it
savvy
husband
and wife dividing income with your saves
ASPIRING EXECUTIVES — Business students at Murray State University discuss awarthe company in cords won at the Phi Beta Lambda Leadership Conference in Louisville. From left are Dr. business owners should be tax- children, who are in lower tax porate tax.
es. If you and your spouse brackets, if they contribute
Buddy Krizan, assistant professor of office administration and business education
; operate a business and file a labor or
capital to the
LM Morgan, Owensboro, first place in accounting; Keith Brown,Sherpherd
sville, first joiM federal income tax business.
place in extemporaneous speaking; Keith Hayden, Fancy Farm,
elected state return, there are many things If you have
a corporation.
historian; Lawana Duncan, Puryear, Tenn., $200 scholarship; Annette Carter, Fancy
to consider.
you have more personal proFarm, first place in records management, and Lisa Crouch, Paducah, first place in
Are you paid a salary or tection. That property
which About 60,000 Kentucky
latisiness communications.
Photo By tarry lohnson dividends? Do you know which you
own personally such as employers received notices
offers the greatest tax advan- your house and car,
could not this month that their state
tage? Are your personal be seized to pay corporate
taxes for unemployment inassets — like home and car — debts if your business
failed. surance have gone up.
protected from liability from Also, the corporate
tax rate And that's just the first step
in what will undoubtedly bring
even larger increases in those
state taxes, due to steadily rising unemployment and a corBusiness students at Mur- law; Susan Scheffer, 3rd report, 4th place; achievc
ray State University recent- place, business administra- ment in business
responding increase in claims
advocacy
ly captured the largest tion; Sherry Young, 3rd 2nd place, and scrapbook
for unemployment compensa,
number of awards among 22 place, and Steve Green, 4th 5th place.
tion by jobless Kentuckians.
Kentucky colleges and place, marketing.
The recent increases, which
Advisers to Phi Beta
universities participating in
are in effect for all of 1981, Complete
Gary Kenner, 3rd place, Lambda are Dr. Gary
floral ar- Wisehart and Nancy Bogard,
the Phi Beta Leadership and Linda Calvillo, 4th place Brockway, associate
were mandated by the 1980 rangements from
proa full- the flower shop opened
Conference in Louisville.
General Assembly which service florist
in management; Janese fessor of marketing and
are available Thursday.
foresaw a need to increase col- at The Flower
The Murray State delega- Rhew, 5th place, office pro- business administr
ation, and
Basket, Inc..
A Teleflora florist, the
tion captured a total of 25 cedures; Penny Flowers,3rd Dr. Buddy Krizan, assistant
lections to cover the cost of 6097 SAth St.
store is open from 8 a.m. to 5
awards, followed
jobless
benefits.
But
by place, and Deanna Den- professor of office adthat Services include ,funeral
p.m. Monday through SaturMorehead State University nison, 4th place in executive ministration and
General Assembly didn't designs, weddings,
business
hospital day. Telephone number is
foresee the tremendous and party
with 17 and Western Ken- typist; and Jackie Bell, 4th education.
arrangements, 753-9514.
pressures that would be put on corsages, cut flowers,
tucky University with 16.
place,
corresponding
potted
Master Charge and Visa
the
state unemployment com- plants and center pieces.
The total included four secretary.
are accepted.
pensation fund, which is made Co-owned by
first-place awards, a $200
Lawana Duncan, 2nd
Sharilyn
up of those employer taxes;
scholarship, and an election place, Ms. Future Business
UNuuImuiuImmNami,,
the fund was depleted before U.
to a state office.
Teacher; Eddie Cash, 4th
the higher taxes took effect
Four students who cap- place, Mr. Future Business
and it won't be totally
tured first place were Lisa Executive. Lisa Crouch, Edreplenished by the new tax
Crouch, business com- die Cash, and Mike Bitters,
Big John Foods, Murray,
collections.
munications; Keith Brown, 3rd place, vocabulary relay; has announced a new checkextemporaneous speaking; Tom E. Wilson, Dawn cashing card system
Accordingly, the state borcalled
Local MFA agent Johnny to 5 p.m. Monday through
rowed $30 million from the
Annette Carter, records Mackey, Bruce Burton, "Courtesy Card" for
the Williams has a new office Friday.
federal unemployment commanagement; and Lisa Doug Gibbs, and Mark privilege of purchasi
ng building, located at 101 S.
Morgan, accounting I. Wilson,
Williams, a graduate of pensation fund, just to cover
3rd
place, groceries by check at Big 12th St. (corner of 12th and
Lawana Duncan was award- parliamentary procedure.
John's.
Murray High and Murray payments of benefits to
Main Streets).
jobless Kentuckians through
ed the Phi Beta Lambda $200
Keith Hayden, a business
Shoppers may sign up for
Williams has been with State University, is presiScholarship.
March. At a legislative hearadministration major, was the card at the store. Cards MFA in Murray
dent
of
the
MSU
baseball
for almost
ing in Frankfort, state ofOthers who placed in the elected to state historian of will be issued within one
alumni
associatio
n.
one year. He has been with
ficials predicted that a total of
event were Kelly Hixon, 3rd Phi Beta Lambda.
week.
the MFA agency for three
Williams resides at 1100 $110 million will have to be
place, business communicaDon Cherry, the Murray years.
The Murray State Chapter
Sycamore with his wife Mar- borrowed from the federal
tions; Randy Hutchens, 4th also won awards for the store manager, said the
His office hours are 9 a.m. tha and son
fund in order to make it
Zachary.
place, and Mike Hogan- largest chapter member- card's three purposes were:
through 1981.
camp, 5th place, business ship, 1st place; annual • To make it as easy as possiThere's little doubt that this
ble to purchase groceries by
will mean another increase
check at Big John's.
next year in state unemploy• To eliminate the need for
ment taxes paid by
customers to give additional
employers, and that increase
identification for cashing
The retirement of Harvey
may be even heftier than the
checks.
Ellis, Senior Vice President
current one. The notices mail• To speed up the check- of Peoples Bank, was aned to Kentucky employers this
cashing procedure.
nounced at the annual
month included increases that
Cherry said that even stockholder's meeting of the
will cost employers with the
when a "Courtesy Card" is Peoples Bank on March 10.
best employment histories an
issued, it can be cancelled at
Ellis chose to take early
additional $48 per employee,
any time without prior notice retirement after almost 26
and employers with the worst
if the card holder violates years with the bank. He was
histories an added $102 per
the check-cashing card employed as agricultural
worker.
policies.
representative in May of
The taxes are primarily bas1955. He later was appointed
OFFICE SUPPLIES FURNITURE - MACHINES
ed on an employer's type of
to vice president and
business
and
number
of
agricultural loan officer. Jri
Now At
unemployment claims filed by
1961, he was instrumental in
former employees. Taxes are
organizing the Peoples
paid on a worker's first $6,000
Farm Credit Corporation
c
jwirt Xcrhes
in wages.
and has served as its presiIn 1980, a total of about $150
dent until his retirement. In
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC
LOUISVILLE
J.J.B. 1973
million was collected in those
Harvey Ellis
he was promoted to
Hilliard, W. L. I,yons, Inc.
senior vice president and board member of the taxes but about $274 million
announces that James M.
was paid out in jobless
314 EAST MAIN STREET
director of the bank. He will American Red Cross,
superKerlick has joined the firm's
MURRAY, KY 42071
continue to serve as a direc- visor of Soil Conservation benefits. Collections that had
Madisonville office as an inPHONE 753.0123
tor of both Peoples Bank and Services, Farm Bureau exceeded benefits paid in
vestment borker.
some previous years covered
Peoples Farm Credit Cor- Director, served on
the
Prior to joining Hilliard,
the deficit.
poration.
MINIUM$$$$$
OOOOOOOOOOOOO
Agriculture Committee of
111111.1
$1114•111BUSOF
Lyons, Mr. Kerlick was perEllis
did
his
the
Kentucky
Bankers
sonnel director of Kwik-Pik
undergraduate work at Mur- Association where he
was
Markets for six years. Mr.
ray State University, and chairman for the year
4.7-6-,"
AdTILC,1970Kerlick has a BS degree in
was graduated from the 71. He also served as
\_/:"
chair::• :iN-tt\iric-- 4
business and physical educaA 10t of company? You cook more, you burn
1')
more
University of Kentucky with man of the 4-H Club
We at the
Council
Ii
Is, you use more hot water. You're using more elec- tion from Murray State a B.S.
in Agriculture. Ellis in Calloway County.
University.
ity.
served as county agent of
Ellis is married to the
Kerlick serves on the
A new'baby in the house? You're probably keeping
Webster County, and as former Nelle Stark.
They
r home warmer than before; you're using the washer board of directors of the Opvocational agriculture have one daughter, Dr.
Vicki
a dryer more. You're using more electricity.
timist Club of Madisonville.
teacher in Calloway County Shell who is on the
faculty of
In short, more people in a house usually means more
A native of Murray,
ctricity used, and the individual habits of each person Kerlick is the son of Mr. and before his affiliation with Murray State University in
Peoples
Bank.
He is also a the Department of Industry.
a
makes a difference. Opening and closing outside Mrs. Louis Kerlick.
graduate of the Kentucky and Technology. He
IS. Taking long showers or letting
has one
J.J.B. Hilliard, W. L
hot water flood
School
of Banking.
grandson, Brian. When askn the drain while shaving. Forgetting to turn off lights Lyons, Inc. is the oldest and
Ellis has been very active ed why he chose early retirea appliances.
largest investment banking
All of this adds up. It's called the human element. And firm based in the Ohio Valley in his church and community ment, Ellis replied that he
affairs. His various ac- wanted to spend more
it oes make a big difference in power bills.
time
tivities include serving on traveling and more
time
various boards of the First with his family,
especially
United Methodist Church, his grandson.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction was upward.
Leading gainers: BrownForman Distillers AMEX
•
to 6014 from 5814; Citizens
Fidelity (OTC), to 381-4 from
•
364, and
Glenmore
Distilleries (AMEX), to 271$
Licensed
For
e)A
from 251. Biggest declines:
Commercial & ft(,
General Energy rOTC), to
4114 from 43's; Sperti Drugs
(OTC), to 4/
3
4 from 514 and
101 Olive
753 531 2
CONNA Corp. (OTC), to 1314
from 14.

Unemployment
Insurance Up

Murray Business Students
Capture Several Awards

Flowers At Flower Basket

Flower Basket Has
Full-Line Services

Big John Food
Store Announces
'Courtesy Card'

Williams Insurance Agency

MFA Agent Johnny
Williams Moves Office

Sharp Desk Top
Printing Calculators
Give You A Permanent
Written Record

Harvey Ellis Retires
From People's Bank

The Human
Element-

James Kerlick
Joins Hilliard,
Lyons Firm

it makes
a difference
in power bills

40

Bank of Murray

\A

Murray Electric
System

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Call 436-2372
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offer our
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Congratulations
to

MSU Business Students
Harvey Ellis
Sharilyn Wisehart
Nancy Bogard
James M. Kerlick
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Bible Thought
The day following, Jesas would g•
forth Into Galilee, and Rode&
and saith auto him, "Follow me." —
Join 1:43.
As Jesus called men and women in
His own day to follow Him, so today
He is still calling men and women to
follow Him. What is your answer to
Hu call!

Looking Back
I0 Years Ago
Fire destroyed the home of T. B.
Littleton of Hazel today and for awhile
threatened other buildings and homes
in area.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Joyce
Ann Gipson. 23, and Mrs. Cora P.
Allen, 93.
Dr. Marshall Gordon and Dr. B. E.
McClellan, professor and assistant
professor respectively in the Department of Chemistry, Murray State
University, will present papers during
the national meeting of American
Chemical Society at Los Angeles

March 29 to April 2.
Births reported include a girl to Mr
and Mrs Rodney Tidwell on March 3.
Carlisle County beat Tilghman to
win the First Regional High School
Basketball Tournament played here.
David Alexander and Steve Hale of
Murray. were named to the All Tournament Team.
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will present Spring
Interlude XVII, annual style show, on
March 16 at the University School
auditorium.

20 Years Ago
Gov. Bert T. Combs gave his official
approval to a proposed southern route
for the West Kentucky Turnpike
beginning at Elizabethtown through
Leitchfield, Central City, Greenville,
Madisonville, Princeton, and Eddyville.
Deaths reported include Charles
(Toad) Erwin, 48, and Richard Self,
58.
John Perfilio has joineil the staff of
the Murray Manufacturing Company
as personnel manager, according to
Verne Kyle, general manager.
Mrs. Lucille Ross, R. N., Nursing
Services chairman for the Calloway

County Chapter of the American Red
Cross, said that 22 ladies had successfully completed the 14 hour home
nursing course.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivy Culver announce
the engagement and approaching
mamage of their daughter, Loretta,
to Sid Jobs, son of Mr. and Mrs. S. G.
Jobs.
The Murray State College String Orchestra with Prof. David J. Gowans
as conductor and Prof. John C. Winter
as organist will present the second
concert of the 1961 Contemporary Arts
Festival at Murray State College on
March 16.

Washington Today
Kennedy Opponents
Seek Help With Ad

EDITORIAL

Stakes Are High
In El Salvador

An AP News Analysis
that he and his wife will seek a
By WALTER R. MEARS
divorce.
El Salvador is a small Central our good relations with Mexico
AP Special Correspondent
He dismisses talk about another American country
in which and Venezuela, which are of
WASHINGTON ( API — Conpresidential bid in 1984 as premature. 12,000
people have been killed in more strategic importance to us
"A Kentucky Dozen" is the caption March 24, according to Cyrus Miller, servatives launching a long shot at- The
1982
election
in
Massach
usetts
tempt to unseat Sen. Edward M. Kenthe last 14 months. It has virtu- than is El Salvador and which
of the picture recently released by the president.
comes first.
U. S. Naval Training Center at San
ally no strategic significance of have democratic governments.
Elected as officers of the Calloway nedy in Mhssachusetts next year are
Kennedy says the 1980 conservative
Diego, Cal. The 12 men pictured County Post 5638 of the Veterans of looking for' a candidate — with a
its own but has become the
The junta in El Salvador retactics won't work in his state.
enlisted in the Navy from Murray are Foreign Wars were Brown Tucker, helpwanted ad.
But he's not ignoring the political focus of international forces in pelled a rebel offensive in JanuThey certainly can't promise apcompleting their recruit training at John Shroat, William F. Dodson,
the new cold war.
ary with apparent ease. But it is
the center there. They are Clyde Groover A. Parker, John W. Baker, plicants a job with a future. Kennedy threat Leslie said the Kennedy
The Reagan administration reported that the rebels are preHarp, Harry Owen,Chad Stewart, Bil- Dr. Gerald Gordon, and George E. has won four Senate elections in a suc- organization is determined to take
and hold the offensive in the coming announced in Washington re- paring
cession of landslides.
ly Cain, Gene Lovins, Oliver Overbey.
a new offensive, and are
The Kennedy name may not have campaign,starting now.
cently that it is sending 20 more stockpiling weapons for that ofMcLemore. James Sykes, William
The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
He
said
been
Kennedy
magic in the presidential
Crago, Raymond Copeland, Charles of the Daughters of the American
looks for a Army training advisers and $25 fensive
.
Tolley, John Mclvor, and Joe Pat Revolution met at the home,of Mrs. primary elections, but even challenge in the Democratic primary million more in militar
y aid to
Our military aid to the junta
from
conserva
tives seeking to soften
Elkins.
Neurna Wear with Mrs. Joe Bailey Republicans admit it still is in
can prevent a communist victohim up for the general election. So far El Salvador.
Massachusetts.
Deaths reported include Oscar S. presenting the program.
Earlier, U.S. economic aid to ry. But by itself it will not creBut this time, he is atop the con- there is no real indication of who will
Jones, 70.
Boggess Produce will pay 37 cents
Nicaragua was suspended until ate the political conditions necThe annual alumni banquet of the per dozen for eggs this week as listed servative hit list for 1982. The cam- be running against him.
Nicara
paign already is under way, with letgua gives assurances essary for peace and tranquility}
Hazel High School will be held on in the firm's ad.
That's where the help-wanted ad
ters like the one that accuses Kennedy comes in. In
its newsletter, the con- that it will halt the flow of within the troubled country.
of "leading the pro-Hanoi forces in the servativ
e Free Congress Foundation weapons through Nicaragua to Only recently, El Salvador's
United States."
says the Northeastern Conservative the rebel guerrillas in their President Jose Napole
on Duarte
Kennedy managers anticipate a bit- Political Action
Conunittee plans to mountain strongholds in El Sal- said the peasants would
have to
ter and probably well-financed con- take out
Unconfirmed reports this week all sewing superasors at
advertis
ements
this
month vador.
Henderson. servative offensive, beginnin
wait five to 10 years for the
g in the looking for candidates.
revealed that the Tennessee Valley
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
Secretary of State Alexander enactment of the second and
Democratic primary next year and
Authority had definitely decided that and Mrs. W. W. McKee!
But the newsletter said conon Feb. 24, escalating in the fall.
servative groups will proceed ginger- Haig warned Cuba that this most important phase of the
Murray would be the center of the and a girl to Wells
and Mary Bell So they're starting
early, too. John ly, given the odds. They have money country will take action, if nec- government's land reform proClearance and Construction Division Overbey on March 9.
Leslie, who has been a special assis- to spend, but
essary, to keep Cuba from sup- gram. The announcement was
with headquarters in the building now
not to squander.
Miss Kathryn Dunnaway of Lynn
tant to Kennedy, will be managing the
Leslie said the question is how much plying arms to the rebels.
occupied by the Murray Motor Com- Grove was one of the four
expected to increase the peasmembers of campaign.
of the money will be invested in the
pany.
the February graduating class
It is clear that the rebel lead- ants' sympathies for the leftist
at
Leslie
said
the
organiza
tion
and Massachusetts race, and how much ership in
Deaths reported this week include Lois-Glyn School of Beauty_
El Salvador is made guerrillas.
Culture, fund-raising phase of the campaig
n will be used against other conCharles B. Fulton, 78, Dr. David F. Bowling Green, to receiv'
up,
largely
special was launched earlier than
, of hard-line MarxIt is required of us as Ameribefore, in servative targets who presumably
McConnell, Mrs.Sarah Neal Dunn, 74, honors. She was chosen as
"Miss Per- part because of the
ists. A victory for them would cans that we seek to repel the
conservative would be more vulnerable.
Pvt. Gatlin E. Bogard,and Mrs. Dora sonality."
challenge. The New Right was a pobe a victory for communism, for forces of communism, whenever
Henciley Parker,75.
Austin R. Atkinson, Murray State
Either way,there is likely to be content force against such liberal losers
Castro
and for the Soviet Union. they seek lodgment in this hemiOtis H. Workman of near Lynn sophomore, has been named
siderabl
y more campaign money areditor-in- as Frank Church and
George rayed against
Grove had a tobacco barn with farm- chief of The College
News for next McGovern in the 1980
Kennedy than in the It would threaten the stability sphere, not only by military aid
elections that
ing tools and an automobile destroyed year.
of other Central American gov- but also by constructively workput Republicans in control of the past.
by fire on March 11.
Harry I. Sledd is chairman of the
But the Kennedy organization is ernments, such as the one in ing to improv
Senate.
e the lot of the
Mrs. Leland Owen, Calloway Coun- Calloway County Red Cross
Drive this
Kennedy said long ago he would be getting ready for that. Leslie said the neighboring Guatemala, and it common people.
ty PTA chairman, said the Spring year.
1982
campaig
n
budget
could
be
double
could threaten the Republic of
running for re-election, and reaffirmSuch a humanitarian policy is
Conference of the First District PTA
Teams in the First Regional High
ed his plans after announcing Jan. 19 that of 1976, when Kennedy spending Mexico.
will be held March 19 at Lynn Grove School Basketball Tournam
essential in our relationship
totaled $896.000.
ent here
We cannot allow such a com- with the people of El Salvador.
High School.
are Tilghman vs. Sedalia, Heath
vs.
The Rev. Sam P. Martin celebrated Cuba, Lowes vs. Central,
munist
victory in the Caribbean. They must not become mere
and Almo
By Judy Maupin
his fifth anniversary as pastor of the vs. Bardwell.
But in preventing it, we must be pawns in a power struggle beFirst Baptist Church on March 9.
New red potatoes are listed at
sure that we do not jeopardize tween the superpowers.
six
Elaine Ahart, local WPA sewing cents per pound in the ad
for Tolley &
supervisor, will attend an institute for Carson this week.

30 Years Ago

40 Years Ago

Echoes From The Past

1

Requests From Readers
For Information

50 Years Ago

I received a letter last week from married
John Wiley Whitnell, Jan. 18,
Miss Nina Barber, 1124 South Ninth 1830
— March 6, 1921. They had eight
Street in Mayfield, requesting and children
and are buried at Martin's
sending ) some information about the Chapel.
Dear Editor:
The Bank of Murray and The HapWalston family. She writes:
Their children were: 41) Flora
The Board of Directors of Com- piness Place.
"I have your article on the Walstons Whitnell
; ( 2) Madie, married T.W. munity Theatre report their ValenThe Board would also like to thank
and found three Walstons in Judy Dunn;
(3) Anna, married E.Y. Felts; tine's Party, February,13, at the Bank Mrs.
James Hart, Dr. and Mrs.
Magee's book Ballard's Brave Boys. (4) Alma,
married Robert Clayton, no of Murray's University Branch was
Walter Jones, Kroger's, Owen's Food
They are all Calloway County Con- children
; 5) Lizzie, single; (6) Lee an outstanding success. Not only did Market, Northsid
e IGA,Storey's Food
federate soldiers, f 1
William Cook Whitnell, married Annie 100 supporters have
a good time danc- Giant,and Parker's Market.
Walston. roll of Company 4, First Schroad
er and later Carter Waters; ing and being entertained by
the
The Community
Regiment Infantry; (2) J.B. Walston; (7) Robert,
died March 10, 1885; and Theatre's Young Actors Guild, Tim
Theatre Board
and (3) Thomas Walston, Roll of Com- J. Jesse,
died September 15, 1880."
Hawkins and Richard Valentine, but
pany H, Third Regiment Infantry,
funds were raised to help pay bills inMounted.
MisS—Barber is anxious to contact curred this winter at the Depot
in City
"There are four Walstons buried in someone in the Walston family of this Park.
the Lebanon Cemetery near here. county, so if any reader would like to
A special thanks, without whose
They are: James Duke Walston, Oc- exchange information, please contact help the party
would have been less
tober 27, 1901 — October 23, 1970; her. I also heard from Mrs. Julia Loe successful, is
given to Bobby Bryant
Pearl Josephine Walston, December in Houston again. She still has not and Mark Welch
from WKMS, First
28, 1905; Robert R. Walston, been able to find out any more infor- Colony
Coffee through The
13) Ken Well
December 10. 1871 — April 29. 1911; mation about William Carson, one of Panhandler, Shoe
Bizz, Chuck Wynn
Does life make sense? Here arc two
and Robert Gordon Walston, the first settlers of Trigg County. He is of Dakota Feed
and Grain, Billie English vieus, the lirst that of the
February 16, 1904 — May 1, 1926.
buried by his wife, just back of the Cahoon at The Cherry Branch
on eighteenth century poet Alesander
"There are not many Walstons in Thomas-Vinson Cemetery on Chestnut Street, The Follow
Through Pope 1688-1744. from his Essay on
Graves County. 1 found two of the peo- Highway 68 outside of Cadiz where the Deli, The Murray Theatres,
The Pop- Man:
ple you had requested information old settlement of Warrington was. I py Shoppe, Renee Bolen at Headline
All natio-c is but art unknown to
s,
about in cemeteries in Graves County have her address if anyone can help
thee. %II chance, direetiou
— Jennie Wheeler, is buried in her.
which thou 1.ansi imit see; All
Burnett's Chapel, not Bennet's
My cemetery work is fast drawing
discord. harmony
not
Chapel; and J.M. Camp is buried in to a close, so very soon now I will be
unders)((oo • All partial evil,
Payners Chapel, not Paynen's able to get an estimate from the
universal good; And spite of
Chapel. His dates were 1851-1929. printer and will know how much the
pride. in erring reason's spite;
According to Herb Caen:
There is a P.1.. Camp, 1855-1931 listed books will cost, for those who want to
One truth is clear. Whatever is,
Potlatch, the huge paper firm, has
pre-order one of them. Again, anyone
by J.M. Camp.
Is right.
put
out
a
booklet
who
has
informat
containi
ng
ion
that
a
speech, Pope's words contrast, in both tone
needs to go
"1.ast November 1 sent some
"The Search for Affordable Govern- and
substance, with these famous
material that I was needing some help in the book should get it to me as soon
ment"
by
Richard
possible.
as
Next week I hope to be
B. Madden, chair- lines from William Shakesp
with. I did not receive an answer. lam
eare
man
and
able
chief
to
executiv
have a list of people who have
e officer of the ( 1564-1616i. found in Macbeth,
working on the children of Jane Cook
Act V.
firm.
1
read
it
right down to the small Scene 5:
and Jim Jima who lived in the Murray died in the county but who I need
either dates or places of burial for. type on the back page, which identified
Life's but a walking shadow...a
area.
the
paper stock "Printed in USA On
tale Told tiv an idiot, full ol
"Their daughter was Martha E. Thanks for all the help I've received
Potlatch Quintessence Dull." It's really
sound and fury. Signifying
Sims, Nov. I, 1632 - Jan. 13, 1887, to date; it makes the work woronly FAIRLY dull.
thwhile
mithing

..f" Rains of March 6 and 7 have celebrate their
50th wedding anniverZdefinitely broken the drouth in sary on Mareh22
.
Western Kentucky, according to J. L.
The Calloway County Track Meet
IKendall,government meteorologist.
will be held at Almo High School on
Deaths reported this week include April 1.
Schools participating will be
:Mrs. Tom Hurt, Mrs. R. D. Simpson, Pleasant
Valley. Concord, Lynn
A. S. Faircloth, and Mrs. Adeline Grove,
Hazel, Faxon, Kirksey, and
Pillow.
Alm).
Sales this week on the Murray
Mrs. R. M. Mason, Mrs. J. A.
Tobacco Market have brought the Outland,
Mrs. W. H. Graves, Mrs. B.
season total to 4.368,905 pounds at a B. Keys,and
Mrs. E. B. Houston of the
general average of 95.13. This has Woman's
Medical Auxiliary
brought the farmers a total of presented a
program at the meeting
9224,042.71.
of the Mothers Club of Murray TrainWoodmen of the World delegates ing School.
and camp members from all sections
Sausage is listed as selling for two
of Kentucky, more than 300 of them, pounds for
25 cents in the ad for Murwill gather in Murry on March 17 for ray Meat
Market this week.
Ahe opening session of the annual twoday Head Camp convention.
WI-ray Ledger & Times
D. Rowlett. president of the J. D.
J. D
USF'S 3007001
*Rowlett and Co., tobacco manufacPublisher
...Walter I. Apperson
'iturers. Murray, has an octagonal $50 Erato.
.
R. Gene McCutcheon
:gold piece of 1852. The coin is an exThe Murray Ledger & Times is published
ceedingly rare one and is one of the every afternoon except Sundays, July 4.
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thankagrr`most valuable antique coins reported ing by Murray Newspaper
s Inc. 103 N Rh St.
-to The Ledger & Times. It was plowed Murray, Ky 0971 Second Clam Postage Paid at
Ky 43071
"
..bp by a southern farmer many years Murray,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In are.. reeved by

:ago.

Births reported this week include a
:boy to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hargis, a
:girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Roberts, a
:boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Banks, a
::•oy to Mr. and Mrs. Oury Lassiter. a
:Rill to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lawrence,
:and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Curt Hale.
Elected as officers of the newly
'organized 4-H Club at Lyrm Grove
were Codie Lee Caldwell, Edwin War.
pen, Modelle Tidwell. and Nellie Ruth
f,Jones.
The Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Waters will

,arners, 13 25 per month
payabie in advance
By mail in Calloway county ano
nenton, Hardin:Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and
Parts. Buchanan and Puryear. Tn 134 50 per
year By mail to other destination., $89 80 per
year
Member In Assoriated Press, Kentucky Press
Aanoriation and Southern Newnisper Publishers
Aamonation
The %amorist.] Prawn exclusively entitled to
renal-ash local nein originated by The Murray
Ledger Times as well as all other AP news
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Buaineam Office
753-1911
Clafled Advertlaing
751-1919
Retail Ikspisy Advertising
753-1919
CIrralation
7334014
News and Sports Dept
753-111$
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Letter To The Editor

Fund Raiser A Success

Thoughts In
Season

Funny,
Funny World
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GIRL SCOUTS

sas
a

Your Girl
Scout Headquarters

A Golden
Opportunity!
Let's
Hear It For
Them!

Scouting offers girls everywhere
a chance for a rich, rewarding
way of life! Show your pride ...
and help keep up the tradition
... by giving them your support!

Girl Scouts are always finding
ways to make our world a better
one. Supporting them is our contribution to their successful
achievements.

Girl Scouting helps to
shape a girl into a selfreliant person! We salute
this fine organization for
their achievements!
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I , ill
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Downtown
Murray, Ky.

Miierray Ledger &
Times
Vanderbilt Chemical Co

Uncle Jeff's
Safe-T-Discount Pharmacy

13 EOPLES0/BANK

Penny Rd. ---. 753-4926

MURRAY

KY.

Member FDIC

I VA

1 BANK of

Rel-Air

'FIREPLACE

1 201 Main Murray, Ky.

&moles West Kootooky la

Murray Appliance Co.

c__c71 r p

tNerasslord
' ....

,

I

—,ray plant

753-1586 -

A great little seafood place.
111 N. 12th, Murray

Your Zenith Dealer
Coldwater Rd.
753-2900

Bol-Ak

storey's

CORIKT

FOod Mani

Trenholm's Restaurant
Phone
753-8322

Hours 5 ami -2 p

m

Shop Our

/ER

puRDom

With The

--70

11,747T7

753.2197

II
"- •

0 LI

I SHIELD

of

SHELTER
11.11

The Showcase
1 21 Bypass

753-4541

Touch!

753-5434

_Artcralt Photograp4y
Weddings-Portraits-Frames
/18 So. 0(4

753-0035

11511*-Pralm-Sadlia•

...

arn..
4•••••••••
.......1.

MN Kul 1161*-1134111
Murray's Family Restaurant
12610*state

Johnny W. Williamc
101 S. 12th
(12th & Main)
753-6017

I

Chestnut

'•Personal
N'th.ide
Southsed
* Store

753-8738
N.

MIA

SammonIs Bakery

NrERKAS

Congratulations On
Building America's Leaders

JIM ADAMS

Tucker TV

We Salute The "Scouts"
"314"

E---Clailr __I

We're Proud
Of Our Scout's

Lindsey's Jewelers
114 5. 5ft

Captain D's

511 Male Mow ty

Ilsvard Coy I Me Simmons, mous

759-16.50

t

Family Shoe Store

r

Olympic Plaza, Murray,Ky..753-4150

212 E. Main St.

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

(enter

quality Shoos at Popular Prim

SHOPPE
We Hove A Burning Desire To Please

Hwy. 94

Unck Jeffs Shopping (viler 753-4175

Pier1 import

Member FL1ICMURRAY

Dated (er 7k#4,4

in $ "

9'

ft
Sovehuir Mr,n,ShoirP.nr ,“
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FENDING OFF MARSHAL DEFENDERS -[owes forward Dale Ray pulls down a
big
rebound late in the Pilots 51-47 stunner over Marshall County. Matt Lovett(22)and
David Anderson(51)try to take the ball from Ray.

AUS1
Louisvi
phasize
ball in
game
the NC,
baskett

Upsets Highlight Region Basketball Tourname
nt
SETTING OFF THE CELEBRATION - At left, Mayfield
center Joe Prince(32) hits the wide-open shot from the
lane with three seconds left in the game, giving
the
Cardinals a 54-52 upset of Paducah Tilghman. Above,
the Mayfield crowd pours out on the Racer Arena
floor as Prince (middle of picture) is embraced by
a
teammate.
Staff Photos By David Hthbitts

For success in the
tire business...
Go with Number I . Goodyear needs aggressive individuals to market its products in the Murray &
Calloway County area If you qualify, you'll
discover that Goodyear has a lot to offer
Goodyear does more national advertising than any
other tire company. And to bock that- up, we
provide local ad support. dealer displays, and
promotional materials, plus soles training and
merchandising assistance. All this provides you
with the best profit,making opportunities in the
tire business_ Find out how you can become a
member of the Goodyear team. Call us today!
For further information. contact:
Jerry Yunker at 314-429-8746

FINDING A PATH TO THE BASKET - Paducah Tilghma
n forward Troy York (33)
drives for two of his game-high 20 points in the
Tornado's 54-52 loss to Mayfield.

MSU Women In Consolation Final
MONROE, La. - The
The Lady Racers, now 25Murray State women's ten- 3, will face
Boston Universinis team moved into the con- ty in today's
match.
solation finals of the NorAlso, in a score reported
theast Louisiana tournament incorrectly
yesterday, Murby defeating Houston, 5-4, ray defeate
d Tulane,
with the help of two defaults
MSC 5, Houston 4
yesterday.
Singles Results Fran lipern
def

Joy Talaon. 7.5.6-1: April Horning del
Mary Sasser. 6-3, 2-6. 6.6: Jorunn Kid
del Rhonda teals. 6-0. 7-5: Carla Ainbrico clef Melissa Voelle. 6-11.
Mary McNieholas lust to Stacy Riley.
6-0. 2-6. 6-1. Kathy Outland non Sr
default.
Doubles Results - Spencer-Horning
lost to TalaonsSasser. 6-3, 6-2. Kid.
kinbrico lost to Lewis-% oelle, 6-1 6-1
Th 5i h11.1N - HOU,N1 ,1,1 iii1104111!

GOODIYEAR

West Ky. Rural
Electric Coop.
Corp.
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Bartow Sure UK Ready
tooter with seven seconds
left to close the gap to 91-90.
John Bagley with 19 points
and Martin Clark with 16 led
BC, while McCallum had 26
and Al Gooden 23 for Ball
State.
Glenn Marcus had a
career-high 22 points for
Alabama-Birmingham,
which broke on top early and
led by at least eight points
until opening up an insurmountable lead midway in
the second half.
Tony Wilson got 20 for
Western Kentucky.
Marcus said, -We had
everything flowing. We
played our game and got
them into making some turnovers.
Bartow called it "one of
our great nights. We played
about as well as we could
play."
Davis said both Boston
College and Ball State
played so well that , "you
really have to feel sad for
your opponent when they
lose."
Ball State ended its season
at 20-10, and Western Kentucky at 21-8. Alabama'
Birmingham takes a 22-8
mark against Kentucky, and
Boston College is 22-6 going
against Wake Forest. Kentucky is 22-5, and Wake
Forest is '22-6.

Alabama-Birmingham is
By The Associated Press
but something always seem- sure
the No. 8 Kentucky
Marquette played in the ed to happen.Wildcats will be ready for his
NCAA Basketball TournaWest Virginia also wasted team Sunday.
Coach Tom
ment the last 10 years and a number of opportunities,
Davis of Boston College says
Syracuse appeared in the but managed to outlast
last eight. But there they. Penn. The winners missed he knows a lot about Wake
were in the National Invita- three key free throws in the Forest,. his team's opponent
Sunday.
tion Tournament Friday final minute but overca
me a
The winners of those two
night, with Syracuse posting 4-point deficit after blowing
games will advance to the
an 88-81 victory before a a 16-point lead.
Mideast Regional playoffs at
crowd of 20,123 at its Carrier
"When you have athletes Bloomington,
Ind. in the NaDome.
and you have a good team tional
Collegiate Athletic
As the NIT completed its and you're up 4 points with
opening round, two other 2'2 minutes to go or so, you Association tournament.
Alabama-Birmingham,
home teams also won. Tulsa shouldn't lose it," Penn
with a basketball program
trimmed Pan American 81- Coach Bob Weinhauer said.
71, while West Virginia shad- "We did everything we only three years old,
shellacked Western Kened Penn 67-64.
shouldn't have done. We
.. because ifs telling you
Tony Bruin led Syracuse turned it over and just gave tucky 93-68 Saturday night
that about 12 percent of
for the right to oppose Kenwith 26 points and the it to them."
the electrical fatalities
tucky. Boston College edged
Orangemen took the lead for
"For
the
last
two
minutes
occurring around the
scrappy Ball State 93-90.
home involve a TV good on Danny Schayes• we controlled the tempo of
Kentucky
defeated
antenna accidently con. layup after 13 minutes en the game, and that is the Alabama-Birmingham
61-53
tacting a high -voltage route to a I3-point bulge two position you want to be in,- during the season,
but the
power line. Never install minutes later. But Coach said West Virginia's Gale Blazers
were close until the
a TV or radio antenna Jim Boeheim, sore at being Catlett.
final seconds, and Bartow
within falling distance of overlooked by the NCAA.
Despite the Mountaineers' said this
means "the Kenwas far from happy.
ne.
late misses, Greg Jones and tucky players
are not going
"There
Was
no
time when Diego McCoy converted free
...because it's warning
to take anything for granted.
you of downed electrical we had control of the game, throws in the final minute to "We
have great respect for
ines. Consider all power not at all, even when we secure the triumph. With
them and they for us.
lines "hot- and danger- were up 10 or 12 points," he West Virginia holding a 64-62
-I think it will shape up as
us, whether in the air or said.
lead, Jones sank one of two
Marquette pulled within free throws with 17 seconds a super game if we're playn the ground. If you
iscover a line on the one point late in game but left. Three seconds later, ing well. If not, I hope
they're not playing well," he
round or within normal could come no closer and after a Penn turnover,
Mc- said.
reach, don't touch it. Call Bruin put the Warriors away Coy convert
ed two foul
Of Wake Forest, Davis
us immediately.
with a dramatic slam dunk. shots.
said, "We've got quite a bit
Erich Santifer contributed 18
Phil Spradling's outside
of information on them. We
points for Syracuse and shooting and Greg
Stewart's have a lot more than we had
Schayes added 17. Glenn muscle inside sparked
Tulsa on Ball State. But I hadn't
Rivers led Marquette with 28 over Pan America
n. The looked at it - we had our
and Oliver Lee had 20.
Hurricane broke away from hands
full tonight."
"I really thought we were a 53-53 tie midway
through
Although Boston College
Monday's meeting of the
going to get them. I really the second half and
built a led most of the way, Ball Murray Softball A.ssocia
tion
did,- Marquette Coach Hank I2-point lead.
Spradling State never let BC out of its will be held at the Callowa
y
Ftaymonds said. "We had finished with 17 points
while reach until the final second, County High School Library
great opportunities. Two or Stewart added
15. Pan when Rich Shrigley hit two and not at the
Public
three times we had the ball American's Kenneth
Green free throws after Ball State's Library, as reported
in
when we were a point down, led all scorers with
22.
Ray McCallum had hit a 213- yesterday's paper.

limr Lire

noon.

Out front. Pulling away.

By HOYT HARWELL
Syracuse Gets Better Of Associat
ed Press Writer
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. APt
Marquette In NIT Switch - Coach Gene Bartow of

Reasons
This .1d
itighg Save

"Our
on pri
Louisvi
Crum,
NCAA
playing

BEAT THE HEAT...CROWDS...
HIGH VACATION COSTS...
HIGH COST OF GAS...
PRE-SEASON SPECIAL
NO MONEY DOWN
Reg S1588
Now only

Huge
31' x 16' App. Outside Dim
15' x 24' App. Swim Area

$988.00
Installed

LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS
POOL INCLUDES: FILTER PUMP
•STEEL BRACING
• SUN DECK • SET-IN VINYL LINER
POOL LADDER •SAFETY FENCE & STAIRS
With

THERE IS A POOL TO Fir
EVERY TASTE,
BACKYARD & BUDGET

Meeting To Be
In CCHS Library

IN ILLINOIS KENTUCKY AND MISSOURI

OLYMPIC POOLS
PO Box 257
New Albany, Ind 47150

Toll Free 1-800-457-2200
Local Calls 812-948-5121
ELSEWHERE IN INDIANA CALL COLLECT
OPEN 24 HOURS -7 DAYS
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Kentucky Teams Open NCAA
Young Wildcats Have Not Fooled Themse
lves

I

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. i AP)
- There is one segment of
the population that the KenLucky Wildcats don't believe
they
have
fooled :
Themselves.
"Everybody doesn't figure
us to have a good chance of
winning it because they
think we're too young,- said
Dirk Minniefield. "You hear
it from sportscasters,
newsmen,fans
"That's fine,' he said.
"But when you really look
at it, we have as good a
chance as anybody in this
tournament,- he continued .
"We have more depth than

any team, and in the tuurnament it will show."
Kentucky swings into action in the Mideast Regional
Sunday at Tuscaloosa. The
Wildcats will play the winner
of Friday night's battle
between Western Kentucky
and Alahama-Birmingham.
"People aren't picking us
because we haven't been
consistent, and I can't argue
with them," said Chuck
Verderber.
"We haven't been consistent whereas teams like
DePaul, ISU, Virginia and
Oregon State have been
playing consistent basket-

ball all year At times we've hand into a pile of cards and
played as good a basketball trying to pull out the ace of
game as any team in the spades,- he explained. "In
country At other tunes we any tournament there
haven't."
always seems to be
What fans are wondering somebody who does
is: Can this Kentucky team, something out of the orwinner of 22 Of 27 starts, dinary. Funny things just
come back from the startling seem to happen. If we work
defeat against Vanderbilt hard, funny things can hap'
nine days ago?
pen for us."
Minniefield and Verderber
Minmeheld summed up
believe the Wildcats have Kentucky's chances this
put that game out of their way: "In the games where
mind,
this team has really been
Verderber said he doesn't challenged — Indiana, Ohio
know who will win the cham- State, ISU — this team rose
monship.
to the occasion and played.
"It's like putting your That says it all for me."

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Playoffs
At A Glance NCAA Tourney
At A Glance

By /le Aniseveteu
I went Immo qualm or we NBA
f ,
oft, sui tram each mnierence
the tw
division dialyses end the her
tam.
onth V.11.111 WM mounts
Ewers Canderener

First Round
NIT Results

High School
Region Scores

By nr Associated Press
By The A11•0011141.11 Pres,
Enda,'s Games
FOIST ROL ND
Bel%
By The Ametelseed Press
Tam*,
Game
Ai
la
Regime
FIRST ROUND
Dayton 66, F,aivo,,
5)1
Seenshaals
EAST REGIONAL
Wednesday
's
Games
May
lield
54 Paducah Tilghman 52
Nardi12
L
Pst GB
Georgia 71, Old 1.)01111ftl., 90
ousesal, Ma shall Co 47
Al Provikom,II
58 16
714
Toledo
American
91,
tad
L
60
Regan
James
x-fiston
Magma 61 ,rorgelown.
56 17
767
11 4
Minnesota 90, Drake
Seminal&
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Blazers earned a berth
against eighth-ranked Kenin Sunday's game at
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
, "I couldn't imagine that
point spread," said Bartow.
"We played about as well as
we could play."
The Blazers' victory
followed a Mideast opener in

Bagley each scored four
points in the final 98 seconds
as Boston College overcame
a late seven-point deficit and
downed Ball State 93-90.
Bagley scored a teamleading 19 points for the
Eagles, who will meet
llthranked Wake Forest
Sunday.
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game-high 26 points.
Dwayne Wallace banked
in a 10-foot jump shot with
three seconds left in overtime to give Pittsburgh a 7069 victory over Idaho. Pittsburgh earned the right to
meet sixth-ranked North
Carolina in the second round
Sunday.
Chip Rucker hit a layup
with four seconds left to give
Northeastern its upset over
Fresno State and a berth in
Sunday's second round
against 14th-ranked Utah.
Led by Alex Bradley's 22
points, Villanova raced past
Houston's Southwest champions and headed for a
second-round showdown
with Virginia.

: American and International Traveltime
*
*
1************ ***************

meets Arizona State and
Wichita State takes on Iowa
Sunday.
Second-round play in the
NCAA tournament begins
with doubleheaders at four
sites today.
In the East Regional at
Providence, RI., it's
Brigham Young against
UCLA and James Madison
vs. Notre Dame. In the
Mideast at Dayton, Ohio,
St.Joseph's, Pa. faces
DePaul and Maryland meets
Indiana. In the Midwest at
Austin, Tex., it's Lamar vs.
Louisiana State and Arkansas against Louisville. In the
West at Los Angeles, Kansas
State meets Oregon State
and Wyoming tackles Illinois.

Watkins On A Streak, But
Can't Shake Confident Floyd

MIAMI (API --- Lanny you can play well in any
conWadkins is on one of his ditions," said Floyd, who
instreaks, but even his scoring cludes"the Masters and PGA
heroics couldn't shake a in his 12 Tour titles. "And
if
determined, confident Ray you're leading and
the
Floyd.
weather's bad, it's that
"We all know what kind of much more difficult for
the
player Lanny is," Floyd other guys to shoot
those
said. "He's a streak player. good rounds and catch
up to
It's either feast or famine you."
with him."
He doesn't have to worry
And Wadkins, breaking about Jack Nicklaus, whom
out of a long slump, is he beat here last year and
feasting on the 7,065-yard the runner-up in last
week's
Blue Monster course at the Inverrary Classic.
Doral Country Club. In three
Nicklaus shot a seconddays, going back to Wednes- round 73 and failed to qualify
day's pro-am, he's scored 19 for the final two rounds.
He
birdies and two eagles.
had a 147 total, one stroke
"I just hope I have that over the cutoff figure.
many left," Wadkins said
Gil Morgan. who played
after posting a 6-under-par with Wadkins before
the
66, which included eight bir- rains came late in the day,
dies, in Friday's second shot a 69 and was one stroke
round. It gave him a 36-hole back of the coleaders at 135.
total of 134 — 10 shots under Leonard Thompson, with
par — and a share of the lead another 68, was one more
with Floyd, the defending shot back at 136.
champion in the $250,000
Doral-F.astern Open Golf
Tournament.
See or Coll
Floyd birdied his last twe
Ed West
holes in a steady rain to retain a tie for the top. He had
At Perko, Feed
a second-round 68 in what he
New or Used
called "very trying condiCars or Trucks
tions. The rain was medium
to hard, and it' was mixed
"Twill lie
with some wirk? It was pretDealers/16*mi
ty nasty."
If Vise
And he'd like to see some
Deal With Nal"
more of it.
Olfke 153-3273
"If you're playing well,
you don't mind it. You feel
Isis. 7
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Living Aboard Your

fishing line

mamivp OurpooRs

Recreational Vehicle

8y16/88•oris

In the spring it's a steady older. "The shiner can grow
retirement life of travel,
research, a other roving parade through Fred Gard- as large as eight inches,"
lifestyles," RV living is com- ner's place. Cars pulling Gardner said. He added that
mon not just in carnivals, boats turn off the highway the most popular crappie
rodeos, and country music, and stop in front of the white minnow is 1-1k-2 inches long,
but among writers, craft- block building. Doors open, a size attained after approxsmen, auto racers, and some fishermen get out, pull min- imately five months of
specialized trades which re- now buckets from the boat growth.
The
minnow
growquire frequent moves. "And and deposit them next to the
ing/harvesting business
it's great for retirees who big tank on the front porch.
want to spend parts of the "Give me eight dozen grows hectic in Arkansas in
year near each of their far- mediums," one man will the spring, and migrant
flung children without mov- say, and the familiar coun- Mexican workers are imported to help with the catch.
ing in with them," says the ting process begins anew.
It's as regular as the -The business is pretty
Groenes.
Although the Groenes have leaves coming out in spring. scientific, but the old minnow settled down in central When April arrives, the min- now seine is still about the
Florida, they still travel now business booms. "On a only way to harvest the
widely by recreational vehi- good day I'd say there would ponds," Gardner said: "The
cle, boat, and private plane. be a million minnows sold water is about four feet deep,
Their book begins with ad- throughout western Ken- and the Mexicans put on
chest waders and get in the
vice about whether to and tucky," Gardner judged.
He's a good one • to make ponds with the seines."
how to sell your home, and
As the minnows are dredgthen how to take up the new that approximation. Gardlife. Covered are basic con- ner owns and operates the ed up, they are graded into
five general categories:
cerns such as mail, banking, Murray Bait Company.
crappie minnows, bass minpets, hobbies, and how to Besides retailing minnows
nows, trotline bait, etc.
compute in advance what on the highway between
'Minnows under an inch are
your RV life will cost. "We Murray and Kentucky Lake,
returned to the ponds for
can't give dollar amounts, Gardner also wholesales the
another growing season.)
because we're all different," baitfish to other retailers
Then they are placed into a
explain the Groenes, "But throughout the region. He is
solution of salt/chemical
we give you a list of ques- one of four major bait
water for a minimum of 24
tions to ask yourself about dealers who keep the troops
Fishing halt wholosoler Fred lierdisor says my
to
hours. "This firms the minhow your money will be supplied in the annual war
tolasiows are used mach day when she eremite nom
nows up and purges them,"
on
crappie!
spent. You can make a surIs la force. Most of those soharaws are Imported film
I'd come to Gardner to Gardner explained. -They
Ph••• By Ws& loonee
purchase of Ugly Stik and prisingly accurate guess."
have to be in the best possi- Arliassas hatcheries.
learn
more
about
the
minThe 1981 edition of the book
Sigma rods, reels and
ble shape for the trip to the
"You'd have around 200 three days. A lot of times
now
business,
to
get
the
motors. Wolverine Boots and gives an updated list of RV story behind the story. Most wholesalers and retailers." small minnows in a pound," we'll be wanting a full load,
Shoes has a special offer for manufacturers, and a run- people take ordinary things
Huge quantities of min- Gardner replied. "Medium but we'll only get 1,000
a pedometer offered through down of the advantages of all for granted,fishermen being nows are shipped cross coun- minnows are far and away pounds. Everybody wants
types: motorhome versus
participating
Wolverine
no exceptions. I wanted to try on five axle trailers the most popular size, and in minnows at the same time,
dealers, and there's a $10 trailer versus pick-up know where minnows come equipped with special ox- a pound of these you'd have and the seiners can't procamper.
There's
also
a
currebate offer with purchase of
from, how they are grown, ygenated tanks. But a grow- 12-14 dozen." He added that duce fast enough to meet the
O'Brien slalom or trick skis. rent list of campgrounds how they are marketed.
ing number of bait by the time the minnows hit demand."
around
the
country
which
With a coupon from the
So that's the story behind
"To start with, the region wholesalers, Gardner in- the retail level, their worth is
give
a
price break to
catalog and proof of purthe minnow industry. Gardaround Little Rock and cluded, pick up minnows in around $10 per pound.
fulltimers.
chase of INF Voit products,
ner and other minnow
their own vehicles. Gardner
Living Aboard Your RV is Lonoke, Arkansas, is the
Gardner said that the re- dealers are ready
you can get a Guinness
has
a
two
ton
for the
truck
center
with
14
of
nation's
the
minnot sold in book stores, but
cent warming trend sent the fishing onslaught,
Sports Record Book.
and they
now industry," Gardner separate tanks. He can haul
For a free copy of the Good can be ordered by mail for said. "This area supplies 2,200 pounds of minnows to crappie on a feeding spree, aim to please. And heck, if
Times Outdoors Catalog and $6.95 postpaid from 85% of the country's min- Kentucky in one load. This and the minnow business is you don't like Arkansas minall the coupons you will need Botebooks, Box 248, DeLeon nows. The growers ship poundage would equal half a picking up earlier than nor- nows, you can always catch
mal."But April and May are fish on Gardner's
for these offers, write to The Springs FL 32028.
them from coast to coast, million small fish.
Canadian
the months when things get nightcrawlers,
Coleman Company, Inc.,
Alabama red
from the Gulf to the Great "When we get the minhectic.
At
a
We
have to make a worms or
garage sale you get the Lakes. It
Dept. Good Times, Wichita,
Mississippi
really is a multi- nows back here, we have to
pick of the litter.
Kansas 67201.
move them quickly to the run to Arkansas about every crickets!
million dollar industry."
Gardner buys his minnows retailers," Gardner con,-- AC./
from the largest supplier in tinued. "We do this in two
the world, the Anderson Min- smaller trucks. We make
now Farm of Lonoke. "They regular runs, like serving
hive over 16,000 acres of customers on a milk or a
minnow ponds," he said. bread route."
All transactions from the
"And they grow cattle on the
banks between the ponds. initial supplier to the retailer
They even catch and sell are recorded in pounds of
minnows. Only in the final
turtles, frogs, crayfish..."
The principal commercial sale to the fisherman are inminnow is the golden shiner. dividual numbers used in
111
The minnow is silver in its tabulation. I asked how
immature stage, but it takes riiany minnows were in a
on a golden cast as it grows pound.
****************************
*
*
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

A couple who lived for ten
Get out on Barkley or Ken- three hours.
years without home, furtucky Lake and wet a hook!
He didn't have the same niture, address, or telephone
Remember the spring of number of fish Sunday but I number, have written a
1967, this one is starting out believe they weighed as revised edition of their book
the same way. I think much.
Living Aboard Your Recreaeveryone has been catching
Super nice tournament tional Vehicle. Subtitled
crappie or bass each time bass on any lake! The wind -everything you need to
they have gone.
was a little strong and many know about the fulltime life
Crappie are still on the areas were unfishable but. on wheels," the paperback
deep drop-offs but they are the ones which were calm gives 140 punchy pages of
beginning to move into some and the right depth, held firsthand advice on living on
shallow brushpiles that have fish.
the go.
been in the water a year or
I haven't seen any sauger
Gordon and Janet Groene
better.
for several weeks so they
Minnows are still the best must be spawning. If the cur- left Danville, Illinois, where
bait to use but be sure to cast rent is right, in the canal, a Gordon was a corporate
a light do-jig every now and -person could limit out pretty pilot, to take up life aboard
then. Work it slowly in the 'quick and then fish for some their sailboat in 1968. In
time, they added a 21-foot
same areas that you fish crappie.
motorhome. For years they
with minnows and you might
My biggest problem is,
followed the sun, earning a
catch some big one's.
once the bass move onto the
Robert Lowe Jr. has been banks to feed on crayfish, I living by writing books and
catching some very good str- can't keep my mind on any magazine articles. They
ings of bass this past week. I other type of fishing for any begin by exploding some of
the popular myths about
talked with him about his length of time.
nomad living. "It's not a nofirst successful' trip late one
I think this makes me a
responsibility, tax-free life,"
afternoon, and it was almost bass-a-holic!
admit the Groenes, "But it
like mid-May.
Load up .and go this
Robert and friend Charles weekend and maybe you will has endless rewards for
those who want to follow the
caught 14 bass, which weigh- find out what I mean.
seasons, a profession, a
ed 19 pounds in less than
Happy Fishing!
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Coleman Promotes Good Times Outdoors
Good times are waiting in
the outdoors for families
across America, and the Colethan Company is going to
help make therghappen.
The Good Times Outdoors
Catalog is a 12 page ,fullcolor booklet of special
rebates, premiums and
other special items from Coleman, Shakespeare, AMF
Veit. O'Brien and Wolverine.
It will be available beginning
in mid-March at participating Coleman dealers
and through advertisements
in popular outdoor and
general
circulation
magazines. The offers will
be good on purchases of
couponed items from March

15 through June 30, 1981.
Free items such as fuei
fillers, a six piece socket set,
Air Chek
tire gauges,
Drysac stow bags and duffle and tent bags will be
available with purchases of
Coleman lanterns, stoves,
sleeping bags, catalytic
heaters, cabin tents, canoes,
and automotive products
such as the Inflate-All 150
and Shock Pump. There are
$4 rebates being given on
Coleman gasoline stoves and
lanterns using coupons in the
booklets.
Consumers will be able to
get a free spool of monofilament from Shakespeare with

ik,?ef\
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WE'VE GOT THE NEWS!
AND MUCH MUCH MORE...

A

Six Days A Week We Give You News, Sports, Local Scene,
Opinion Page, Advertisements, Want Ads, Comics and more.
In addition to this,various aspects of community living are
featured on different days throughout the week.
Monday

Wednesday
Tuesday

farm
review a
recoi

1411n !met est And Rev...
Telfang our termer, the latest in
agnrulture news esen Mon
day farm tomtAvt and Newer.
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Coupons
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Scene

21
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Saturday
Murray
News
Briefs
Fins &
Feathers

Kenlake Marina I
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

„

°pew.
Today feature, the ledger &
Time, T.V Week and (hunch
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Mon.-Thurs. 9-7
Fri.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6

*
*
*
*

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

*
*
*
*

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
*
*
:Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage:
*
*
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
*
*
*
*
1
3 Rt. 1 Hardin

. 502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171 10
'
*

Storey's

641 Super Shell

FOOD
GIANT

Where "Service Is Our Business

Open 7 Days A Week
Hw.641 South

8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 753-8322

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

"
:111
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We Give You News. We Give You
Facts.
We Give You More!
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1

Werray Ledger 8r Times

Open March 14

1

:Sportsman
'
s Marina:
Lynne and Ray Meyers invites everyone to come
by and see all the additions and improvements.

Subscribe Today
ontati T P Delaney I. (PcITIJIPTT
,'ATV "ST-1916

Hwy.641 North

753-6448

Route 5 - Highway 68
At Jonathan Creek
Benton, Ky. 42025
502/354-6568
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Fins 84 Feathers
Local Fishing
Report
Mary Barroa
Wednesday, March 11,
Barkley Lake upper stage
354.95, lower stage 316.85.
Water Temperatures: surface 46 degrees; 10 feet 48
degrees; 25 feet 49 degrees.
Kentucky Lake upper stage
355.09.
Thursday, March 12,
Barkley Lake upper stage
354.92, lower stage 316.00.
Water Temperatures: surface 46 degrees: 10 feet 48
degrees; 25 feet 49 degrees.
Kentucky lake upper stage
355.08.
Friday, March 13, Barkley
Lake upper stage 354.90,
lower stage 315.52. Water
temperatures: surface 47
degrees: 10 feet 48 degrees:
25 feet 49 degrees. Kentucky
Lake upper stage 354.97.
Mid
week
water
temperatures were slightly
lower. but they are gradually
coming back up. If the
weather continues to improve it will help considerably.
There has been a few
By

Wild Game Cookbook

reports of some crappie still
being caught both on
Barkley and Kentucky
Lakes, but the slight drop in
water temperature seems to
have put them a little
deeper. Some reports have
said they are back nearly to
20 feet.
I was told that 1..J. Hendon
and Billy ) Monk ) Hendon did
real well last Saturday on
Bass again. I don't have any
number or size but I'm sure
they had a good day. I,. J.
and Monk are both excellent
fishermen.
Martha Gardner of Murray Bait Co. said Mason
Thomas and Earl Byerly had
two good days last week.
Tuesday seemed to be the
best day. Maybe next time
they will let us know how
many they have.
James Nesbitt was fishing
with Monk Hendon last week
when he caught a 6 pound 7
ounce bass. N bitt brought
Bait Co. to
it by Murr
Janses SallIntere, Murray, holds two of 45 crappie he and Henry Blakely
weigh it but it was too late to Kentecky Lak• last week. The two fish w•Ighed In at 2'• and
3 pounds.
get a picture.
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Catalog On Sporting Arms And Ammunition

Imo
my.

1171e,

caught

Photo Cosertoty Merrity Bolt Co.

ki a

Ames
load,
1,000
'ants

Now Offered In Murray

The new, 1981 Remington
catalog on sporting arms
and ammunition is now
available. Individual copies
can be obtained, upon request, by writing to the
Advertising Department,
Remington Arms Company,
Inc., Bridgeport, Connecticut,06602.
Printed in full color
throughout, the 1981 catalog
provides an excellent shopping guide to Remington products. Close-up photos illustrate Remington's complete line of firearms in
sharp detail that comes close
to viewing them firsthand.
Featured in the first five
pages of the catalog are two
firearms
major

developments for 1981 — the
Model Four
autoloading and Model Six
pump action rifles, and their
lower cost counterparts,
Models 7400 and 7600. Significant design features of the
new rifles are fully described and illustrated, while
charts provide complete
specifications.
Similar detailed information is provided on other
Remington firearms — both
action field and target rifles
in center fire and rim fire
chamberings, and Remington's broad selection of
auto-loading, pump action,
and over/under shotguns.
The ammunition section illustrates every basic center
AtiliVeRepnington

fire and rim fire cartridge
made by Remington for
rifles and pistols. Accompanying ballistic charts provide velocity, energy, ana
trajectory figures for every
loading, 153 in all, at appropriate ranges.
All Remington shotgun
shells, in six different
gauges, are listed in a colorcoded game selector chart
with key of recommended
loadings and shot sizes for
all major game species. A
glance at the chart provides
load recommendations for
everything from short-range
hunting of the smallest
upland birds to pass shooting
of Canada geese.
A cartridge inter -

Words about fishing are hidden in the block below. See
if you can find: fishing, rod, reel, pole, line, tackle,
angler, casting, boat, cast, spinning, bait, hook, lures,
flies, freshwater, saltwater, fins, gills, scales, net, shore,
trout, bass, perch, catfish and worms.
FR E S
I0 B A
S P IN
H o MG
IL TL
N E L E
G K I R
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A
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T IMT
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P ERC
A
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FRDS
B OAT
S DGH
S CAL

" • • •ReblIbelleleiPaw Yam,°Aram • IWO UN•••••1 P,.

re,mounocooencew

Allba4.041NK

thwArtio

available and being produced during a given year,
manufacturers' arms and
ammunition catalogs tend to
develop collector value. Consequently, shooters are urged to treat each year's
catalogs with care, and to
Because they become an save them as a reference for
historic record of what is future generations

changeability chart lists
those cartridges, and only
those cartridges, of the same
caliber and bullet diameter
thst can be used interchangeably in the same
chamber.

New Sonar Graph

X11•000(Mt"

" AL'S HOME IMPROVEMENT
Since 1966 • 15 Years Of Dependable Service
Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

Fred Gardner, Owner

Wholesale Live Bait
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

MIX ANIS

WHY WAIT, until spring le get your beet
mod

Contact Bei Strode, forgoer
Mack, veer authorised
y & MerCrviser Service Dealer

meter in shape?

seark• manager of Mack &

M

Aurora Marine
Service Inc.
Lob:Pedal kt U S 68

0

Phone 6
502-79-5693

ASK, VIA AK..Mee.

Calendar Of Events

also designed principally for
deep-water use, the new unit
"will establish Lowrance as
a dominant factor in the
saltwater and deep
freshwater sonar field," according
to
Darrell
Lowrance, president of the
firm.
Some of,,the new unit's
The unit is the LRG-1520,
features include:
featuring four separate and
. . Scales of 0-60, 0-120, 0distinct depth scales, une240 and 220460 feet, provide
qualed resolution I the ability
the versatility for the
to separate fish from the botdeepest of freshwater and
tom or other objects ) and
saltwater angling, as well as
numerous other patented
shallow water application.
features.
. . Lowrance's patented
Designed especially for Grayline, which helps define
deep water fishing — from bottom features, and
the Great Lakes of the U. S. separate fish from the botand Canada to the salt water tom and other underwater
oceans of the world — the objects.
unit will show lake and ocean
. . . Performs equally well
bottom, structure, fish and at 65 miles an hour or trollother objects, at depths ing speed.
ranging from 0 to 460 feet.
. . . Boasts electronic
It is complete with a uni- motor speed control, and the
que surface clarity control, unmatched ability ) resoluwhich eliminates unwanted tion) to separate fish from
clutter planton. algae and each other, when only six inother micro-organisms ) ches apart, or when near the
With ell the reports that the crappie were bittol Noy 11.41,0•11 aged I areas I. Creekul
near the water's surface, bottom or other underwater
and a super 900 watts of objects.
Creek on Barkley lak• one sky last weekend. By the look elf the perishes yew ems tal hew
power output.
. A chart light is provid- rnany,Ilskiirinon wer• cut end alseet.
Phew By /eery Berme
Coupled with a new ed for easy nighttime
narrow-cone transducer. readability.
TULSA, OK — A straightline sonar graph, which is
powerful, compact and
designed especially for deep
water, leads the 1981 introduction list for Lowrance
Electronics, the world's
largest maker of sport
fishing sonar equipment.

Murray Bait Co.
0

A
several game dishes.
complete game
A member of Ducks
cookbook — for the outdoorsman or for the lover of
Unlimited, Deers Unlimited
wild ganie — has come to
and the Wild Turkey Federation, Griffith said he is planMurray.
ning a complete fish cookery
The soft-cover book,
for his next book. He said the
"Recipes of the Wild," with
over 180 wild game recipes
book, complete
with
microwave instructions,
and tips on how to plan complete menus featuring game,
may come out by the end of
now is available at the
the year.
Bookmark.
A country kitchen
The cookbook, published
cookbook, which Griffith is
by Wurnmer Brothers Fint
working on with his wife,
Printing and Lithography,
also is in the works.
has been distributed
"Recipes of the Wild" does
throughout the United States
not include microwave inand
structions but Griffith added
Canada
since
November.
that his other books will
Author Terry Griffith was
since "most wild game turn
in town Monday to discuss
out good in a microwave."
the book.
He also plans an expanded
Terry Griffith
Reared by a family of
wild game cookbook and a
Griffith
organized the book series of game cookbooks.
hunters, Griffith began cooking wild game when his wife into categories including
With being the author of a
appetizers, cookbook has entitled Grifwould not cook what he beverages,
breads,
vegetables, fith to share cooking duties
caught.
An avid hunter and nature desserts, salads and dress- with his wife. His wife runs
conservationist, Griffith has ings, relishes and preserves, the kitchen weekdays while
a file of over 2,000 recipes. meats and complete menus. Griffith takes over on
Griffith added complete weekends.
Several were passed to him
through his family while menus because he said
His favorite food quail
others were his own crea- several people have asked while he feels the easiest to
for tips on what to serve with cook is deer.
tions.
Griffith said most of his
recipes are "experiments,"
where he "trys to make the
recipes simple," using
"ingredients anyone would
have around the house."
He felt that the use of basic
Sunday, March 15 — Visitors Center,8 p.m.
ingredients would enable Eagles at Land Between The
Saturday and Sunday,
more people to use his Lakes. A brief review of the March 21 and 22—Sassafras
recipes.
status of eagles at I.B1. in- Tea Party, The "old timers"
Easy-to-read instructions cluding the 1980 bald eagle used to "thin their blood''
accompany each recipe. hacking project and eagle every spring with this tea.
Griffith said many people identification. A new bald Taste this spring tonic from
don't cook game because eagle conservation patch noon until 4:30 p.m. and
they are not sure of proper will be available for pur- learn the method of idenways to cook it.
chase. Center Station 1 p.m. tification and collection, root
Griffith explained that
drying, tea preparation and
Wednesday, March 18 —
wild game is lean meat
plant collecting legalities.
Woodchuck
Season
Opens
which needs to be basted freCenter Station.
quently while cooking or
Friday, March 20 —
Sunday, March 22 —
cooked with some type of oil Reasons For Seasons, Today Gospel Sing, Return to The
or lard covering.
is the first day of Spring. Our Homeplace-1850 for an afterOwner of Cotton Country astronomer will explain noon of old gospel singing
Collection in Memphis and a why. Come celebrate in the hymns. The Homepla
native of Covington, Tenn., planetarium. Golden Pond 1850, 2 p.m.

POO the west end of Aurora ky

News: M.ø-S.I. II 6.1m-6 p.m.
Sen. 14 p.m,

RESTAURANT
South 12th

Street Murray kentuclo,

',i

>411

•Cover AN Windows
•Cover Over Hang
On Brick Homes
Newer Paint Again
•Complete Remodeling
We Build Cupboards To Fit
•Roofing
•Storm Windows It Doors

'Johnson
OrEIOAROS

if Darnell Marine Sales ;
Route 3 Box 80
Murray, Ky. 42071 *
Highway 94 East

Free Estimates Call

436-2802

OWNER: 6ary Darnell
*

Ri 5 BO. 2059 Murray Py

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

At Jonathan Creak

Announces
NE VI 40 ond 52 Covered SIMS For /401.0h0dOIS
Wee 30 Covered Slops For Crop:ors

LOCAL DEALER for GAL VA •LIFT Boer Hoists
Authorized EVIHRUDE DEALER
Sales ft Service

ri=::3
&
FtVICIF

NAIL

A riptconr to Sportsmen s Solen Campground

Rt. 5 Benton, NY 42025•

502,354.6568

t

:**************************.

Sportsman's Marina

Facy In operate ohne:ores rowsno growth on P.m hottom

BOATS-MOTORS ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES

Tires, Wheels & AccessoriesZ4
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779

am,Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on
Kentucky lake

DON 110:111111

GRAYSON McClURE

Yoke Pe Foy out of Murray kw 2 moles Turn r,q
so 200
Follow 280 for 7 moles post Sooner
Grocery Yoh*
blot ill toe ,nto Panoror
,
trsed fo1Posse blot 4 tor

Tilephone 502-436-5483
05

1111011,11.1....wym.
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The Saving Place

\Sun. Thru Tues. Sale

Misses'
Sizes

Misses' Sizes

Sizes
4-7

4 9'

3.97

6.22

Our Reg 1 96

6.22

12 94

Print or Stripe Tops
New necklines in spun
polyesters and polyester ..cotton blends
Our Reg 994

7.88

Stretch Fashion Pants
Standouts in polyester'
Some with belts Newest
colors Misses' sizes
Save Up To $6Our Reg 14 94 18 94

4 97
4.97

12.94

ss

Our Reg 5 97-7 28

$7

4.97

3.97
$5

of
Pkg3
• Athletic Shirt or Briefs

Our
Reg
53

Jr. Boys' Knit Shirt
Our
Reg
6 97
Jr. Boys' Denim Jeans
Striped polyester shirts
Pre -wash -look polyester cotton denims in
blue

Pkg
of
3
•V-Neck or T-Shirts
Men s soft, absorbent
underwear of Kodel •
polyester cotton White
Only

4.97

•Eastman Reg TM

3.97
$7

Sundresses For
Jr. 3-15 and Misses'
Yokes, pleats, ruffles!
Print polyester, polyester rayon, polyester cotton Shop no,0!
Our Reg, 4.96

UI

Reg
65
Terry Shirts for Boys
Our
Reg
8 97
Denim Jeans for Boys
Solid -color polyester
shirts. Pre -wash -look
polyester cotton leans
9.97,Teen - Jeans;

3.94

Waltz 'n Long Gowns
Some Baby Dolls
Nylon solid colors, acetate/nylon prints. Some
lace trims. Charming!

'Waist sizes 20-30

On Sale
Thru
Sat

Boys'
19"
Length

Choice of
Prints

Men's
24"
Length

1'00
4
1,4.1‘).-1(S,

T,
UBE 5
101'18
1 '
iullE SOCKS
fermi
Standard
Size
Our Reg 397

Our 517,6 Prs

$15

Save 7.97
Pr Our Reg 22 97
Men's Suede Leather Trax Oxfords
Famous Trax • brand brown bol oxford
s
wit*, soft tricot firing Foam bock unit
sole

3.97
Tube Socks
Boys size 9-11
Men's', 3.97
'Size 10-13

2

3.97

Your Choice
Our Reg. 5 77-6 97
Selection Of Canvas Or Nylon Bags
Leather trims, front embroidery, front
pockets. 3 and 4 compartments. Super!

Prs.1 Our Peg 78 Pr
Men's Crew Socks With Orion Orlon' acrylic stretch nylon in
basic colors Good quality 10-13

On Sale
Thru
Sat
Sizes

22x44'

2 F., $5
Sleep Pillow
Polyester tick
irig and filling

2.67
Bath Towel
Of cotton pol v
ester terry.
2/81

Balsam
Balsam Protein ""'
Organic

o-EE

Umit 2 r

CO

While
Quantities
Last

2/

EDLUJI;2@

n
15.9%.

Limit 2

Save3
$
Pr Our Re2 18.90
Men's Sturdy Black Leather Oxfords
Super shoes! Supportive steel shank, cush
on insole, oil-resistant, non-marking soles

1.47

Noxzema` Cream
Greaseless,
medicated 10oz • 'Net wt

2.22
011 of Olay
Skin lotion in 4
ounce' size
'Net wtt

88
°
6-Pr. Knee-

Hi's

Stretch nylon, nude
heel and run -resistant toe. 81 2-11

88°
K mart' Shampoo
Washes in softness
24 ounce'.is oz.

3.97
225 Excedrin•
Extra-strength
Tablets Save

2.22

Turkey Dinner
Complete with
1 0-oz • Coke**

oz
"Coco Cola ono Coke ore rip
I$IOMICI trademarks wnscn Oen
tity the .orne product of The
Coco Cobo Company

Bowl Deodorizer
Hangs over nm
Scented 3-oz *
'Net

HOM ELITE
Our 6 57 6 97

99.97

4.97

Each
Pound-point shovel,
14-tooth bow rake.
Ash handles.

57111

1.711

99.88
SAVE 90

39.88Our

SAVE $20 Our Reg
Reg 49 88

Stury 4-cu -ft. Wheel Barrow
Heavy duty.
contractor type
wheelbarrow for really big jobs at
work or around you home Long.
i-,Ardwood handles Shoo and Save

99.97

119.97

SAVE 5.09

Our Reg 29 97

24.88

22" Recoil-start Rotary Mowe
r 13" Electric Hedge Trimmer
3' HP Briggs and Stratton'
Makes hedge trimming easier!
engine Throttle on handle 8"
Double-edge trimmer runs on depenwheels with height adjusters
dable electric power. Double in
sulated

W-ler
AMii
kVirrs
THE SAVING PLA
CE

SAVE3.09 Our Reg

13.88

18 97

9" Cordless Grass Trimmer
Cordless convenemece in an easy to
use grass trimmer with 6" cut
Strong nylon cord

SAVE $20Our ReR

99.88

119 88

15" Gasoline String Trimmer
Gasoline-powered trimmercuts a
'15--wide swath ilas automatic
string advance. With ,t65 line

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

_.••••••••••••••••••0116
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ney savers
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Kodak
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SAVE 8.09

FLIPFLASH II

SAVE 2.09

.."1/140•MI,
:
one.,

11
K maft• ADVERTISED
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MERCHANDISE POLICY.:
•
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SAVE 830

dr
,

126

"PO
V

-

• 1'

fr

• Colorburst - 50
With automatic
print ejection

28.88

11.77

• Ektra LIte 100
_arnera wit,
strobe,
film

ANIA•111i

e,42
j
,
_

trap OM
(00088

•
•
• gi „de
••SHARptiptir ,/ -12
/

m'd

Our Reg 26 97

1.27

Our Reg 897

18.88

Each
Print Rim Roll
126 20, 135 20 or
110 20 ASA 100

FilpFlash II
Twin pack with
16 flashes total

Our Reg 99 97

6.88

• Desk Calculator
L.)
Memory

ProCesS111.0 not Inc luded

SAVE

LMR.CefFEE II

rim

...4111S

2.47

•PR-10-2 Alm
• Pack instant
olor print film

CASI

-go
Ode

*4.
41141n

21.97

o''''="•1101

la

• Hand-held Model
aigit Memory
and percent key

Batteries Inc..rce<1

Battenes not or-sm.:yea

69.97
• Printing Model
12-digit Four-key
memory. Save

r

1015-oz'

s-6

EXTERIOR

rra.P70

IffieX
le0W000

to 08-02*

mum

glom ,
v
I

I

Our Reg. 10 77

6.77
19" Tool Box
19x71
/
2x7" With
lift-out tray.

iuI

607.Ca

Redwood Stain
Quick -drying
Water clean-up.

Fun Hot Cycle'
16 front wheel
Adjustable seat

'Whistle!

011111.117

(ir ,

.
42 0--..-••••• 12-oz

Sale Price

2.57 G. 11.88

11

\row
96600

21...• I

10.97

ZO
$
R3
Hershey's Snacks
Chocolate
Kit Kat' Reese

Mat
•
1
"t. 7
r:

It
4

24-Inch Brazier Gil I
•Extra-deep. heavy-ga ige bowl
• Chrome grid raises and lowers

'Net wt

Sale Price

Limit
FOR 1
4
50 Foam Cups
-iot cold cups
4-ounce size

10.97
•GE' Steam Iron
Steam dry Aiitr
perm -press

2.97
The Whistler
''
,4-quart glass
teakettle Savel

SUN.thru TUES. SALE
Open Daily 9-9, Sundays 12-6

3/1
87'

1.33

•

1

Easy

USTERINE

1,0"
ph,0

ANTISEPTIC

•

4 $1

cagy
wipe

KILL* GERMS
IV151-1-100
1
ON CONTACT
P4'tzli.)rs.1.14.0
E:s2W

"OP
Nor

lark* C...sst,14.5•Pea
sNe,t ser 0.K:0 r.tr"
4 %#

47,210._.4***.ftei.4.•00_

$
•

a..
'444$14 knOR06nk
"R11.151%.••60

2/880

ri..ozs.

ciao
°PEN
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%.ilb at

ky•

6
•
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p1.8 Fi--°15

•

wiping

r.
2
isnn Bladed
Disposable
Shave,s
by

0 Your
For
Choice
Bandages or Facial Tissues
Box of 60, 3/4"-wide, plastic or sheer
bandages. 200 white, 2-ply tissues,
each 8 25x9.75 inches

1.33

4 Days
Only
24-Ounce' LIsterine• Mouth
wash
Breath-freshening mouth
wash. Use
as a gargle, too Comes in big 24.
ounce' size for your family
en. oz

87°

Gas*.

eir

4

Liquid Plum'r Drain Opener
Helps unplug drains and keep them
open Large 32-ounce* size with
safety cap to protect your children
•Fl oz

LAST 4 DAYS
-

Computer Balance
Each Wheel

1.97

•

•

-411111117ES CkEAN•ST1OCING•ECONOM

.Cp

2 88

4

Packs $1 4 Days
For
Only
Gillette' 2-Blade Daisy' Shavers
Designed for women's shaving
needs Each pack contains two
twin-blade, disposable shavers

415I
7
4
:1W
444"
.4
3129cm
y_30t. .9rat•
4,41p

Sale
Price
8-Pack Disposable Easy Wipe'
Easy Wipe' cloths take the work out
of wipe-ups All-purpose, disposable cloths, eash 24x13 inches

SERVICES INCLUDE'
I

Rep•OCe front brake 7005

2 True rotors

REBEL

3 Rebuild CalVers
OaS9
ble replace I n*COSSOry
01 oddirt.Onal COOS Cost pet
wtwsel C0110ett 1111100 12•00,
• Inslall new aric mounttng
hatclwore

SIZES

SALE

O78113 411$
178:14 47.1111
171614 40,00
G78.14 S0.111
07105 51 .5*
N7SEIS MOO
1.711.15 511.11t

IF LT.

29.88 ''$0
34.88 2.14
37.14 ElE1
38.811 1E1
39.88 2.50
41.88
51.97

5 Rem.o inner and outer
Dearing,

SAVE NOW

6 Rept:Ice Iran, grease seats
7

R&M hydras. System

• InspeCt rear *wigs tor
weor (000rranal Cost I
rep., On rear wneets ale
needed,'
9 IF car*

Our 56 88 -

39.88
Disc Brake Special
Front only Service
for many U.S. cars
•rk-le.ono,Cod% Ord sennces 5.1,0

636

Sale Price

39.88 6.97
48-mo. Battery
In top- or side terminal Many cars

Ea
Shocks Installed
Heavy-du*, Sizes
for many US cars
Sale
Price

Economy-priced KM' 200!
Fiberglass Belted Whitewall
Our
38.88
A78x13

26.88

Plus F.E.T. 1.69 Ea.
2 polyester cord plies * 2 fiberglass
belts "78" series tread design
All Tires Pius FE T Each
MOUNTING INCLUDED NO TRADE-IN REQUIRED

ARKOMAT1C

0SP

6.96 63.88E

Indash Stereos
A M FM Cassette or 8 tr
Coax Speakers,
Pr.
29.88

I1.88;A,

Sold in Spotting
Goods

DOW

Durable Waterproof Tackle
Box
Big 3-tray model, movable
tin feature Built-in bracke dividers. nc
ts.
Chola* Of Sizes
And Colors

Sale Price

Sale Price

49
20" High-Rise
With safe coaster brakes high-rise
handlebars, and comfortable saddle
Bicycles partially assembled In carton

'io oz • Carb
'eaner
88`
Fi

$0,0 in Sporting
Goods Dept

Our 88 88

Velour Cushion
Low back style
HI-back, 8.96

Girls' Model
Also Available

With Exchange

safety Check

Our 24 96
CHAMPION
Standard or resistor'
spark plugs'Ea.99'

Fa mon, cor•

Sun. Thru Tues. Sale

SOld I^ 517(

Goons

De1:

Our 347

19.97 2.54 67

Infielder's Glove
'op grain ieatner
Large, dee(:
pocket Save.

Baseball Cap
Of polyester knit
Reeded sweat
bond Save

.88 Sale Price
10-Speed, 26-inch Bicycle for Men
Dual side-pull caliper brakes maes
handlebars, stem -mounted shifters
Bicycles pattlaly assembled In carton

.wiC:21
1
r
The

Saving Place '
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Rev. Garland To Speak
At Hazel Baptist Church
Me pastor, the Rev.
James T Garland. will be
preaching at the 11 a.ni and
6 30 p.m worship services at
the Hazel Baptist Church on
Sunday, March 15.
The subject for the
message at the 11 a.m. service will be -The Marriage
Of The Lamb'. %huh Scripture from Revelation 19:5-9.
The 6:30 p.m. message will
be entitled "The Seven Churches Of Asia : Pergamoswith Scripture from Revelation 2:12-17.
The Youth Choir, directed
by Steve Hussung, minister
of -youth, will present special
music at the 11 a in. service.

St. Leo's To
Have Masses
Today, Sunday
The St. Leo's Catholic
Church will have masses at
1130 p.m. today and at 8 and
11 a.m. and 430 p.m. on Sunday, March 15. The Rev.
Martin Mattingly will be the
celebrant and speaker.
Religion classes for preschool through adults will be
at 9:30a.m.

Music for the 6 30 p.m. service will be directed by Paul
Henderson
Accompanists
will be Oneida White,
pianist, and Goy if Key
Organist.
Sunday School will be at
9:45 a.m. with Wallace
Lassiter as director and
Church Training will be at
5:30 p.m. with Pat Hutson as
director.
Nursery workers will be
Marie Garland, Ann Fox,
Patricia Hutson, and Lauda
Lassiter

Cunningham
To Speak

ACROSS
6 Time gone by
1 Hencline
7 Faithful
Anwar to Friday's Punk
5 Moccasin
8 Jet forth
CRESC STEIN
8 identical
9 Female revsc0131200 0121000
12 Spoken
be
CUCCOCC 0
13 The self
AC
Small
10
14 Minty saIN
amount
Cu MOM OC
15 Muck's
11 Epic poetry
00C 000 01:10
partner
19 Preposition
U0000 MOOD
16 Triumphed
21 Small rugs
GIUU
CIUU
17 Preposition
23 Rude hut
AMMO UUEUC
18 Folds
24 Algonquian
000 000 000
20 Sttikes
Indian
U0 C10000 GU
22 Thus
25 Artifical Ian0 120100017U 0
23 Headliner
SttlaGitt
01301:10 MEM
24 Location
26 Cargo unit
SUE S INDID
27 Smashes
27 Defames
31 Bother
28 Newt
32 Social groups 29 Female ruff
38 Down Prefix 43 Toward shel33 Toll
30 Stitch
39 Walk
ter
34 Pact
32 Blackbird
40 At this place 44 Tip
36 Fret
35 Subtacts
41 Downpour
45 Dines
37 Wild goose
36 Grave
42 Disturbance 48 Greek letter
Cry
1 2 3 4 1S3
1
14
10 11
38 Perform
39 Astute
Is
42 Tell
£6 Athletic
18
7
group
47 Slender finial
49 Lamb s pen
name
50 Great Lake
51 Greek 'atter
33
52 Liquefy

20 1

37

53 Writes
54 Perch
55 Ssines
DOWN
1 Frolic
2 Seed coating
3 Cott s morn
4 Gratify
5 Church
benches

FOR MONDAY, MARCH 16, 1911
Wiwi laud of day will tensorrow be T. find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
gives for your birth Sign

bon of long-term wort goabi
Keep peace with co-workers.
You'll come up with a new
way to increase income

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 drA
Certainly, you should enjoy
pleasant tunes with a loved
one, but be careful not to overdo Keep in touch with distant
friends
TAURUS
I Apr 20 to May 20i
Capitalize on job opporturuty. Friends and farruly don't
mix favorably now Minimize
distractions. Utilize pnvacy
effectively.

YOU BORN TODAY are a
good critic of society &Xi its
values_ Usually, you prefer to
work tor yourself rather than
with others. Though attracted
to the arts, you're often found
in business. Law, science,
teaching, transportation and
geology are some of the fields
in which you'll find happiness.
Dare to be original and you'll
be a leader in your field.
You're academically inclined
and are drawn to literature,
education, philosophy and
music

I tie
First
United
Methodist Church will
resume having two morning
worship services at 8:45 and
10.50 on Sunday. March 15,
with the Rev. Dr Walter E.
Mischke,Jr., as speaker.
His subject will be "Is Life
A Fleeting Shadow" with
scripture from Psalms 39.
Carol Thompson will sing
a solo,"Consider the Lilies,"
at both services. The
Chancel Choir, directed by
Paul Shahan with Bea Farrell as organist, will sing the
anthem, "Eternal Praise."
Special music: will be by the
string quartet composed of
Arnie Cassey and Connie Ottway, violins, Donna Story,
viola. arid Neale Mason,
cello.
Church school will be at
9:45 a.m., covenant prayer
group and snack supper for
pre-teen, junior, and senior
high at 5:30 p.m., and evening worship at 7 p.m., all on
Sunday.

I47s
YOU STUPID BEAGLE!!
CONE BACK HERE WITH
MY TERM PAPER!!!
•

as

THE SMOG HAS
FINALLY LIFTED
AND THE AIR 15

PERFECT
TODAY

GEMINI

nsf5"

Huffman To
Speak At Church

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Special
rates!! We also
have special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with us!
753 3280.

White To Speak
At Baptist Church

Grace Baptist
To Hear Burpoe

Sunday Service
Set At Church

MASK

of
SOME DAYS ARE
LIKE THAT'

The regular Sunday' Morning worship service will
begin at 11 a.m. on March 15
at Goshen United Methodist
Church with the pastor, the
Rev. Julian Warren, as
speaker. He will be assisted
by Bobby Wilson, layman of
the week.
Becky Miller will be in
charge of the children's worship time.
Church school, with Ronnie Hutson as superintendent, will begin at 10 a.m.
with classes for all ages.
Sunday evening worship
service will be at 6:30 p.m.
Mid-week Bible study will
meet at 7 p.m. on Wednesday.

Youth To Head
Salem Service

U4t. AL L JUBT COMING
Til.AF TER THAT BUY
5eUGGEr
, THEM „.
W/A0 WA5, HE 2

2 Notice

Holy Communion
To Be Celebrated

81

HEKE5 THE WORLP WAR I
;LYING ACE FLEEIN6
FROM THE ENEMY WITH
NE SECRET PAPERS...

- Fraaces Drake

YOU'LL LOYE THE RESULTS
WAIT ADS BRING

IVO CI
''God bates it!'
May 21 to June 20)
Don't scatter your energies.
Mork 106.9
Concentrate on bringing a
Answer
creative project to comple"God's Word
tion. Local visits have romanthe Bile"
tic overtones.
CANCER
(041
Come to Hardin Discount
(June 21 to July 22
The Rev. John Huffman
Shoes, 3rd & Watkins in
Legal matters aren't will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
Hardin
We have ladies
favored. Think of the long services on Sunday,
March
heels, ladies and girls
term when making purchases.
Quality and durability are fac- 15, at the First Baptist
popular boat shoes, and all
Church in the absence of the
tors to consider.
sorts of athletic shoes All
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
LEO
leather Durango cowboy
(July 23 to Aug. 221 .12{g Whittaker, will be leaving
boots for men and ladies
important
Make
phone for a tour of The Holy' Land.
Dingo boots All at low
calls. Capitalize on creative
David Parker. deacon of
energy. Avoid disputes about the week, and the Rev. G. T.
The Rev. Dr. .lerrell
money. Seek novel enterMoody. associate pastor. White. pastor of the
tainments in the evening.
FOR RENT
will assist in the services.
Memorial Baptist Church.
VIRGO
GNson Power Bolt Log
The Church Choir will pre- will speak on "John 3:16" at
Aug. 23 toSept. 22.) rfOil
Splitter by day or job.
Behind-the-scenes moves sent special music. Wayne the 10:50 a.m,service and on
benefit you financially. Be Halley is minister of music, "Serving Or Being Served"
Operator available. All
considerate of close ties. Joan Bowker i§ organist,and with scripture from Matthew
hardwood
stovewood
Evening hours favor making Allene Knight
for sale $25•00 per
20:25-28 at the 7 prn, service
is pianist.
new domestic plans.
rick. Ca 753.8351
At the 7 p.m, services the on Sunday, March 15, at the
LIBRA
spring concert of the Sing church.
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 Hay-den Rickman, deacon
Friends are helpful now, but and Tell group will beheld,
Bible Facts Free Store for
don't let socializing interfere
Sunday' School will be at of the week, will assist in the
the needy 759-4600
with necessary work. A close 9:30 a.m. and Church Train- service.
tie may have unexpected good ing at 6 p.m.
The Sanctuary Choir,
news.
BILL'S FISH
directed by Milton Gresham,
SCORPIO
MARKET
minister of music and youth,
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nleAtgc•
will sing "All Mighty God of
Be confidential about career
Thurs., ht. Et Sal
Our Fathers" at the morning
moves. Don't mix business
hour. Margaret Wilkins will
CATFISH
and pleasure. A new work or
The Grace Baptist Church, be organist and Michael
money opportunity should preWhole,... lb $1.70
617 South Ninth Street, Mur- Wilkins will be pianist.
sent itself now.
Steaks .. • lb. $1.80
SAGITTARIUS
yettiV ray:, will hear the pastor, the
Volunteer
nursery
Boneless, Lb. 91•50
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
Rev. R. J. Burpoe, speak at workers will be Margaret
Club activities are favored. the 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
BUFFALO
Taylor, Sonia Thomason,
Distant friends are supporWhole..., Lb. 90'
tive Be alert for new oppor- services on Sunday, March and Jill Johnson. Bus drivers
Cut Up • • • • $1.05
for the week will bke Mark
tunity. Watch minor disputes. 15.
Leland Peeler, music West, Billy Grant, and Glenn
Enjoy home life.
Special
director, will direct the choir Hale,
CAPRICORN
As Long As
(Dec. 22toJan. 19)
as they sing "I'll Meet You
Church Teaching with
It Lasts
You'll realize some impor- By the River" at the morn- Ralph Bogard as
director
Frozen Fresh Water
tant career objectives now, ing hour. Dwane Jones will
will be at, 9:40 a.m. and
Catfish.., Lb. 81.00
but watch impulsive money
6071.753-9311
decisions. Evening finds you be organist and Terry Church Training with Glenn
Downey will be pianist.
Hale as director will be at 6
making new domestic plans.
Nursery workers will be p.m. Steve Hussung will give
AQUARIUS
JAMES'
Carolyn Caldwell, Hazel a report as a missionary to
Jan. 20 to Feb. 111h
Close ties are helpful on a Ray, Rachel Rickman, and Lame Deer, Mont.,at the latANTIQUES
mental level, but watch minor Clovis Jones. For bus infor- ter meeting.
Custom Stripping and
disputes about finances. Ac- mation, persons may
call
Repairing
and
cept an unexpected social inDon Hale at 753-3063.
Refinishing. Custom
vitation.
Sunday
School
with
Dan
Cabinets and WoodPISCES
Billington as superintendent
CZX
working. No dipping.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Work towards the reahza- will be at 9:45 a.m.
Holy Communion will be
Hwy. 641 South
celebrated at the 9:45 a.m.
492-8850
services on Sunday, March
We Buy
KNOWING, HE 15 ABOUT
15, at St. John's Episcopal
and Sell
TO BE CAUGHT HE
Church, The Rev, Custis
BECOMES DESPERATE._
P
your faiwily's
Fletcher will be the
heritage.
Copy
8
celebrant and the speaker.
restoration
of
Acolytes will be Heather
photographs ot
Doyle, Ann Harcourt, and
CARTER
Ben Moore:Steve Hale and
Elizabeth Whitmer will be
STUDIO
the lay readers. Nursery
304 Main_ 753 8798
workers will be Leslie
1-7-7 ,
Welker and Judy Harr- Clayton's usic.
IT'S AWFUL
closed
Thursday,
March
ington.
18th
for
final
inventory
Church School and Adult
Class will be at 11 a.m. Sun- mark down. Big reductions
• 4.
on T.V.'s, pianos, and
day.
FISH
organs, begins March 19th
MARKET
Service call 753-5

The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, pastor of the
Owen's Chapel Baptist Church, Highway 783 North,
Penny-Airport Road, will
speak at the 11 am. and 630
p.m. services on Sunday,
March 15.
Edward Willie will direct
the song service with Shannon McDougal as organist
and Faye Willie as pianist.
Sunday School with R. J.
McDougal as superintendent
will be at 10 a.m.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Methodist Church
To Resume Two
Morning Services

Your Individual
Horoscope

'THAT MARK ON
THEIR JAW5 • ON
ALL OF THEM,.
LIKE A
SKULL.-

The youth will be in charge
of the services at the Salem
Baptist Church on Sunday,
March 15. Most of the Sunday School classes will be
taught by the young people
and there will be a youth
choir for the morning services.
Sunday School will be held
at 10 a.m. with morning worship at 11 a.m. Church Training will be at 6 p.m. with
evening worship at 6:45 p.m.
The youth will be assisted
by the pastor, the Rev. Mike
Littrell, and Hugh Foster.
deacon of the month.

BIBLE CALL
For Teens - You can
go home, Part II 759-4444. Bible Story 759-4445.

5. Lt iidriundlOst Female Siamese cat,
11
/
2 years old toes on back
feet are white. Lost in
vicinity of 1315 Kirkwood
753-1924

6. Help Wanted
Automotive
Service
Manager
Must have
minimum 2 years college,
minimum
2
years
automotive
management
experience
Salary
negotiable, $1000 per month, up
Full benefit
package. Call Action Personnel. 753-6532
Babysitter wanted tor 2
babies in my home,
Monday-Friday from 8 AM
til 4 PM Must be mature
and
responsible
Transportation required.
$10 per day plus 2 meals
provided. Call 753-9263
Friendly Home Toy Parties
now in our 26th year, is expanding and has openings
for managers and dealers
Party plan experience
helpful Guaranteed toys
and gifts. No cash investment. no collecting, delivering. Car and phone
necessary. Call collect,
Carol Day. 518-489-8395.
Full or part time secretary.
General typing and filing
duties, Submit resume and
photo to P.O. Box 1040 H
Hell') wanted, male or
female salesperson. Lincoln
Income Life is a growth
company looking for someone who is capable of
matching this growth. Promotions available, but optional. Liberal starting compensation with no limits on
future earnings. Good fringe benefits like, free life
insurance, free health insurance. free retirement
program, good disability
program, paid vacation and
sick leave Must; have a
minimum
high school
education and be 21 years
of age or older. Murray area
available. Phone Paducah,
444-6967.
Manager Must have 5 years
experience in the finance
industry. Salary negotiable.
approximately $250 per
week plus bonus program
Full benefit package. Call
Action Personnel, - 7536532.
Murray State is seeking a
licensed Master Plumber
with 5 years experience in
general plumbing work.
Must be capable of performing
renovation,
maintenance, and repair to
plumbing systems and
equipment. Contact Personnel Services. Sparks Hall,
Murray State University,
Murray, KY. An equal opportunity employer.
$40,000 to $50,000 per
year, National company
looking
looking
for
distributors in 18 Kentucky
counties. Part time or full
time. Call 1-800-238-5329.
Needed: Beautician. Call
for interview, Kut 'N Kurl
Beauty Shop. 753-1682.

9. Situation Wanted
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144
Will do house cleaning.
Referances offered. Call
436-2292.

10. Bus. Opportunity
AMIE:
I really hope that
you enjoyed yourself, because I
did
Love,
Harry G.
McClasky

3. Card ofThirib
I wish to thank all of my
friends and neighbors who
contributed when my husband was in the hospital
Mrs Thomas Overcast
Perhaps you sent a lovely
card.
Or sat quietly in a chair
Perhaps you sent a floral
piece,
If so we saw it there
Perhaps you spoke the
kindest words,
As any friends could say,
Perhaps you were not there
at all,
Just thought of us that
day.
Whatever you did to console
our hearts,
We thank you so much
whatever the part
By the family
of Mrs Maude Todd

Business for sale Established Ladies Speciality Shop
University town 2,500 sq
ft building Call 901-8853502 or 901-587-2631 for
appointment and more information

14. Want To Buy
Buy or lease air-cured
tobacco base Call 4354141.
Want to buy Used card
table Call 474-9729 or
475-2346 after 5 pm
Want to buy oink cars Call
474-8838
For sale Wood cabinets and
shelving 753-3356

15. ArbcIes Fat Sale
Crib. mat . $75 Yamaha
class guitar $80 7534851
For sale Trailer and lot ix
trailer only. Dairy goat and
2 kids. 1949 Ford tractor
and some equipment Call
759-1789
For sale Fuel tanks, one 3
gallon on skids, one 220
gallon on 6' stand, one 100
gallon pickup tank Call
435-4377 after 5 pm
For sale 15 used trusses,
42r long. Call 753-3712 or
753-7566 after 7 pm
for sale 250 gallon oil
tank. $50 200 amp pole
service complete, $200
Phone 436-2149 or 7530315
Like new, Craig AM-FM
stereo, 8-track, turn table,
and speakers. $125. Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo, 8track, turn table, and
speakers. $50 Also a small
coffee table, $10 Call 7538465
Large capacity Remington
10-key adding machine. Used very little since last serviced. Reasonable. 7533202.
Mattress and box springs;
square trunk, upright
freezer; 2 brass lamps;
snare drum with stand; odd
luggage. Call 753-2765
after 530 pm.
Oregan chain saw chains,
3/8- pitch for 16" bar,
$7.99, for 20" bar, $8.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Snapper mowr blades: 26",
28", 30" or 33", $5.99
each. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Sears washer and dryer;
Whirlpool refrigerator; G.E.
window air-conditioner, 12
hp Case mower 436-5895

16.Home Furnishings
Antique dishes and lots of
good used furniture for
sale 489-2775.
Commodes, white A-grade,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
141
/
2 Cubic foot, gold, Hotpoint,
frost -free
refrigerator. $150 Call 7539280 after 5.30 pm.
Cook stove, dishwasher, kitchen and dining room sets;
bedroom suite; humidifier;
matching rockers, foot
stool, and love seat; converted tn. console, 4x12
piece vinyl; sewing machine
cabinet; ironing boards;
heater; hamper; serving
cart. Most in exceptionally
good condition. 492-8300
or 492-8987.
For sale. Complete bedroom
suite, good condition,
$150. Call after 300, 4354392.
For sale Aquaglass bathtub
and shower enclosure with
hardware. Excellent condition. 759-1392.
Queen size bed. Includes
mattress, box springs,
frames, solid pecan headboard, and a new
bedspread. Excellent condition. $125. Five drawer
chest, good condition, $35.
Call 753-9567 after 3 pm.
Sears mini clothes dryer.
Call 435-4487.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service Tony Montgomery,
753-6760

19. Farm Equipment
570 Case tractor, plow, and
4-row corn planter. Call
436-5583
For sale
1978 Allis
Chalmers F-2 combine, corn
soy bean special. R & C
Tires, 13' header, airconditioner,
monitor,
diesel
1975 Massey
Ferguson • 1085 tract.or with
front mount spray tank
pump and controls Athens
7' chisel plow with hitch
hiker, M F no 82 breaking
plow, 4 bottoms. 16- with
guage wheel All equipment
in excellent condition Call
527-7044 after 5 pm.

INVITATION TO BID
The Mayor and City Council of
Murray, Kentucky will accept bids to purchase
a truck
mounted hoist for use of the Murray
Water
and Sewer Systems. Hoist will be
mounted
by successful bidder on Water
System
vehicle. Bids will be received in the
City
Clerk's office, Murray, Kentucky
until 5:00
p.m., March 25, 1981. Specifica
tions may
be obtained at the City Clerk's
office, 5th
and Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky
, The
City of Murray reserves the right to
accept
the lowest and/or best bid, or to
reject any
or all bids.
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ILO ELE
It Tim tquijunent 27Mobile Home Sales
34. Houses For Rent

41 tarrte

Disk blades, regular and
heavy duty. get our price
before you buy disk blades
Truck tool boxes and
tallied protectors Vinson
Tractor Company
7534892

12165 Kingswood
2 House for rent 2 bedroom
bedroom. 1 11 bath gas newly decorated 121 Col
Neater 489 2775
heat. Call 753-3163
Scherille.
121158
2
room. 2 baths. older
bedroom. mostly furnished. 12
home less than 1 1D
$3800
Call 753-8417 from
MS U Central •
between 8 and 4 pm
refrigerator aod stove
• Goodyear, Firestone. B F
conditioner, garage gar
Goodrich. and others tracWill consider 'tub rental or
tor and farm tires We have
rooms Call 753-5885 after
tire truck for on farm tire
5 pm
service
Vinson Tractor
Three bedroom 4 miles
Company 753-4892
west of Murray on 94
There is nothing better than
garden spot
recently
Adams hard surfaced plow
points regular plow points, 28. Mob. Home Rents redecorated. available
cultivator shovels and 12x60, two bedroom fur- March 15 $225 per month
753-4406 01 435-4119
sweeps. Vinson Tractor nished. 5 miles north of Call
Company. 753-4892.
Murray $140 per month Two bedroom brick house
Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive, plus deposit Call 753- downtown Hazel, character
and credit references re
Briggs & Stratton engines. 4661
quired No pets 492-8575
$23999. Wallin Hardware, Two bedroom trailer, near
Paris
Murray. no pets Call 489- Vacant, 4 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished. near
Wheelbarrows
$19 99, 2611
M S.U., $150 month Call
$29 99 $42 99 and 69 99 Two bedroom, water fur753-9138 or 753-5292
Wallin Hardware Paris
nished, Highway 121 South.
deposit. $90 month
20. Sports Equipment $50
37Livestock-Supplies
Call 753-5405
The Pistol People Invest in Two bedroom
trailer, com- For sale :Registered polled
a feeling of security, largest pletely furnished,
very nice. Hereford bulls, cows with
variety, lowest priced no $150 per
month Call 753- calves, and heifers Rex
registration or red tape in 8964
Robinson, Puryear. IN
after 5 Pm
Kentucky. Country Boy
(901)247-5487.
Store, 9 miles west of Two bedroom, furnished, all
Hoplonsville junction KY electric trailer for rent Call For sale Metal, 6 hole, calf
feeder $25 Call 753-2878.
164-117 Hours 8-5, Sunday 753-4808.
12-5,(502)885-5914.
29. Heating-Cooling Dan Shipley
Horses for sale, pleasure
22. Musical
For sale Used central air- and using, registered
conditioning
unit.
Also
used
Good practice piano Call
quarter and grade Call
Frigidare
deluxe 928-2280 or 928-2657.
753-4051
refrigerator Call 759-4024.
Repossessed piano, balance ,
REE MAR ARABIANS Book
due or low monthly pay- For sale Ashlley wood your good mares for 1981
ment Leach's Music and stove, bought new this breeding season
Three
T V., your authorized Lowrey winter Call 492-8836 after stallions 753-6126
Organ and Piano dealer. 5 pm.
Rabbits
Phone (901)642-6463.
30. Business Rental 8205 for sale. Call 492-

30X 3031:0
limes For Sale

n

-

,
41
ajt
.
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BOYD-MAJOR.
S"
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

471

/
•

,

,

Professional Services
air The Friendly Touch'.

NICE HOUSE
AND 130
ACRES
Approx. 130 acres
with year round
creek, pond, 70 acres
timber, stock barn,
shed. Excellent cattle farm and 75%
fenced. Remodeled 2
bedroom home and
-teveral picturesque
building
sites.
Located on Hwy. 121
S. Call for details.
ANOTHER
TEMPTING BUY
On Hwy. 641 N.,
about 5 miles from
Murray, 3 B.R.
home, well decorated
and carpeted, large
country
kitchen,
spacious
master
bedroom, carport.
Owner will sell on
lease option or
finance to qualified
buyer.

7
225 Acres with cropland,
creek some fencing and
some timber, blacktop road
frontage southeast of New
Concord. Owner financed at
less than bank rates. John
C. Neubauer Realtor. 1111
Sycamore, 753-0101 or
753-7531.

"I'm having one of those days when
everything sounds unconstitutional."

Small 2 bedroom house on
751160 lot three blocks
from MSU $12.500 Call
753-5315
Three bedroom brick one
block from Vniversity large
iotchen Family room with
'As of cabinets utility
•OOM with washer-dryer
'lookup, aluminum storm
rooms and storm windows
nsulation in walls and cedrig Firm cash price in
S40'5 or can be financed
for qualified buyer For appointment phone 753-5791
jr 753-2649.
Two bedroom house in city,
completely redecorated
throughout Has fenced
backyard garden space and
garage' Immediate possession Price $26 000 Call
753-3903 after 4 pm

alkilTstate

43. ReaTEFate

AFFORDABLE
FOUR
BEDROOM HOME on extra
large lot close to everything
You get alot of interior
room in this well constructed hpme with dry
basement and big garage
Priced unbelievably low
plus possible owner financing. Ask for Wendy at Spann
Realty Associates, 7537724.

rcydes
F7
4D- 11..1111r 47:1846
aigauD 1980 Honda Express

Investors, Do•idopioirs, Rn
don't wont to A. this

acreage Neel ler sub.
divisig
L•s•t•al at
Wlser•Il It•od sad
Klegstrool Drive this
Im•PATTI *rim" Nardi
ile•Ored Aria make 23,30 lets Seporb lmatiee
rhos this treel hovestrat
he the hoer. Call trey,

753-1222
ACREAGE
FOR SALE
Approximately' 13'7
acres for sale only 5
miles west of Murray
on the Butterworth
Road. Lovely setting
with 2 ponds, some
acreage in woods, and
some in pasture.
Fresh on the marketideal location. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for all the information.
ASSUMABLE
•
VA LOAN
Economic, roomy
home with beige colored vinyl siding,
aluminum eaves, and
new roof. You can
really be an energy
fighter because the
central gas heat has a
new wood furnace as
an awcillary to the
main system. Price
just reduced $4000 to
$30,000. Phone 7531222. Kopperud Realty, for all the information.

best offer
1158

II
Phone 759

1976 Suzuki RM-250. Call
after 6 pm, 753-8428
TM-400 Suzuki dirt bike.
753-3648 after 6 pm.
1979 Yamaha 650 Special,
red with gold pin stripe.
good solid bike, $1600
firm. 759-4489 after 5 pm.
1979 Yamaha 750 model,
excellent condition. extras.
Call 436-2190 after 5 pm.

48. Auto. Services
Four mag wheels, fits Pontiac or Chevy pickup Call
753-3648 after 6 pm

Jr

50. Used Trucks

53. Services Mood

1976 Dodge Van customiz
ed 58,000 actual miles
$2750 Call 1-354-6217
1966 Ford stepside for sale
or trade 90% restored. 425
engine Call 753-0373

R & K Stomp Roma Do
.,r ,., fr p., , ernoved
;_,,,,

or c

..,,

.45,.1

cleared of stumps, He C411 '
, t•
remove stumps up to 24"
.
below the ground. lemon ,• .
only sawdust and chips. :"14
Call for free estimate, Bob r
51. Campers
Franklin camper trailer gas Kemp 4354343 or Bob - cr.
Kemp, Jr 435-4319
and electric refrigerator
-' f
Licensed
and gas stove
electrician see - •
airinstallation,
gas
heating inconditioning, gas heat
stallation and repairs. Call-,
sleeps 4 436-2664
753-7203
1977 28 Man-O-War, selfcontained full bed. awn
ROOFING
ing, air-conditioner antenDOWD" Shingles
na. and loaded with other
extras Also 1979 Chevrolet &deers. Alt or•rk
ipearmovvii
Suburban 454 with trailer
Call 759-1059 er
package Call 753-8072
753-4511
1972 Winnebago motor
home, completely selfMOBILE HOME ANCHORS
contained in excellent con- underpinning
root uealett
dition Call 247-9939 after
patio awnings and house
5 pm
type roofs for mobile
52. Boats and Motors homes 753-1873 lack
Glower
14' Aluminum boat with AO
horse Evinrude, electric Need work on your trees'
start and trailer $665 Topping. pruning, shaping
complete removal and
759-4845
more Call DOVER'S TREE
22 Ft sailboat, 502-554SERVICE for professional
5090 after 4 pm
tree care 753-8536
16' Fiberglass Runabout Professional
painting,
with motor and trailer Call paperhanging
. paneling
753-5216
Commercial or residential
4
1:30Fiberglass boat. 70 hp 20 years experience Free
Johnson, and trailer. 435- estimates' 759-1981
Professional Decorater and
14 Polarcraft, V-bottom, window display artist with
18 horse Ewinrude and local reference Article in
trailer, Call 354-6257.
Lexington paper refers to
53. Services Offered decorating talent Call 759

ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
Redecorate Howl
ShroatAluminum trim for brick
38. Pets-Supplies
Mini
By owner 1980 Chevrolet houses. Jack Glover, 753Interior &
Waldrop
AKC Boxer at stud, proven
Warotwsuso
Citation, 4-speed, p.s., p.b . 1873.
Exterior Painting
,ire. Boxer
puppies
a.c . purchased new
Real Estate
Storago Space
Free Estimate:I
Bob's Home Improvement
available in April or May.
20,000 miles. 753-6760
lads loft Center 759-1707
Call 435-4194
For Rent
Service. Remodeling, pain753-0347
1978 Buick Skylark. 4-door. ting cement work, general
29 Acres of good
733-47511
AKC German Shepherd pupV6 engine, air-conditioned. home maintenance and inproducing farm lond THIS
IT' Near
IS
SIJNBIRD AIRLINES Daily
pies, 28 champions. 5
new tires. Excellent condi- spections Free estimates
KeNey's Termite For rent Ciean-up hc.ip
churwith nice 3 bedroom schools Near
commuter flights between
generations. Registered
tion.
$2995.
753-9872.
753-4501.
9th
Story
and
Avenue. Has American Eskimo
ches Near grocery. Low
ranch style home
Murray and Nashville Call
& Pest Control
Spitz
1976 Buick LeSabre. COLDWATER LAWN & 489-2199
gas heat and air com- puppies.
maintenance bills Gas
Priced reasonable,
Phone 753.3914
502-554-2153.
pressor Call 753-3018.
custom, air-condwtioned, GARDEN
heat .Fireplace .3
SHOP.
AKC Registered Great Dane
power steering, power Lawnmowers, Rototillers, Sharpen hand saws and
bedrooms . Price 3 Low
753-9111.
24. Miscellaneous 32. Apts. For Rent
puppies,
excellent
brakes, tilt wheel, gread chain saws, expertly skill saw blades. Call 753530's.. Give us a call today
•
condition. AM-FM stereo 8- repaired. Pickup and 4656.
at 753-1492 at CENTURY
For sale. 25 point Perfect Apartments for rent, near bloodline Call 753-3749
RiI iSiAri
track with built in CB. delivery available. 489- Will do plumbing, heating,
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
Blue White Keepsake dia- downtown Murray 753- after 4 pm
PROPARTA MANAGIMANT
carpentry, and roofing. 753$2195. 1972 Pontiac Bon- 2853 8 AM to 5 PM.
mond. Set in 14 K yellow 4109.
Dog obedience classes. AKC
2211.
neville, excellent second
gold, 6 prong mounting. Ap- Furnished
1
bedroom. German Shepherds and
Concrete
and block, brick
car, $495 753-7280.
Office home, or both. Propraised at $1450. Best of- carpeting and air, one block AKC Austrailian cattle dogs
work
Basements. Will haul driveway white
perty zoned business. Good
from University. $110 per Call 436-2858.
fer. 759-1831.
Special Spring Sale' Five 1976 Chevrolet. high driveways, storm
cellars. rock and Ag lime also have
location
Large
lot
House
month.
759-4538.
acre estates located on KY mileage. extra clean, power porches. 20 years
Firewood, cut any length,
Registered AKC Boxer pups
ex- any type of brown or white
newly decorated Gas heat
1918 (Kirby Jennings Trail) steering, brakes, windows. perience. 753-5476.
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
mostly oak and hickory, $20 For rent. One duplex apart- Call 269-2260
Central air-conditioning
near
lake at Hamlin, KY locks. $2000 Can be seen
work. Call Roger Hudscin
delivered. 489-2492 or 753- ment on Monroe, 2
One
Do
car
all
garage
types
of
plumbing.
Offered
at
a
Sale priced from $4,900 at 1510 Sycamore.
753-4545 or 753-6763
bedrooms, carport, utility 40. Produce
4157.
reasonable price for this
large or small lobs, all work
with only 20°0 down paySPACE
Warning' Don't read this
Chevrolet
1974
Caprice,
4;
Purple Martin houses. 6 room, stove and refrigerator
type of property. Ken
guarnanteed
5
years
exment
and balance over five
WITH GRACE
unless you're in need of
JONES
door with all options, low perience 753-5360.
room, $24.99. 12 room, furnished. Call 753-5400.
Shores
Inc
1111
Light up your life with years with 10% simple in- mileage. 1970 Chevelle 2roofing. carpentry. or elec$36.99; 18 room, $49.99; For rent. 2 bedroom apartSycamore. 753-0101 or
terest Ken Shores. Inc ,
FRUIT STAND
this 5 bedroom home
-Ica' work New or repair
24 room, $59.99. Wallin ments at Embassey. 753753-7531
1111 Sycamore. 753-0101 door hardtop, very clean
in Canterbury Estates.
305 S. 12*
Expert ear end home All guaranteed Call Joe
must sell or will trade for
Hardware, Paris,
3530 or 753-4331 after 5
or
753-7531
MMUS REAM ,
753-9226 for free 6stimate
Over 3000 sq. ft. of livgood Chevrolet pickup. 753753-3773
stereo repair.
Remington 243 Winchester, pm.
ri; leaden up. Mt
•
3942.
ing area in this roomy
We ere now open As
WORLD OF SOUND
7 days•
motionj lovror gal •••••1
Just what you've
scope and case. $250; Ken- New 2 bedroom duplex, all
Peeper. forget IfIrfures
wash, weather 'emitting.
family home. Living
2225. 17th St.
FARMS HOMES
195 Co te. convertible.
always wanted! How
.emember
more range. gold, $150: kitchen appliances, outside
Texas wrees, IS IL bags,
room, large eat-in kitBUSINESSES
753-5865
4-spee
real
about
classic.
red.
diamond wedding set, storage,
a
new
brick
references,
Taxes pink grapefruit, 11 lb.
CARTER
LAKE AND "FERIA DONAL
chen , den with
A very sharp can Firm
veneer, 3 bedroom, 2
white gold. $275; Teac reel deposit No pets 753-0814.
hogs, Florida vie, rims
PROPERTY
fireplace,
195(17'
price,
$9300.
Fence
sales
Please
Sears
now
at
no
tire
to reel, $350. Call after 5 Nice
STUDIO
bath,
tomatoes,
home with cenMetre, cabbage,
Listings needed! Offices
2 bedroom apartment,
game room, storage
kickers See Bob Cook. Call Sears 753-2310 to
rod ball poppers, red
pm, 753-6910.
tral heat and air, and
carpet, near campus.
Coast
304 Moon
to
7i3 8298
Coast.
Boyers
galore, and large conHazel.
"ototoes, cucumbers,
tree estimate for your
loaded with lots of
Used
from
ice
machine washer, dryer hookup, rent
Everywhere.
turrets, succiai sqrsh,
crete backyard patio
needs
extras, and located
clearance. All types. 502- reasonable. No pets 1-527
Wet basement? We make
"Fro*" Catalog.
celery, onions, limes, lemons,
for those summer
on 51-2 acres of land
FLOOR SANDING Staining wet basements dry, work
554-5090 after 4 pm.
1912 or 1-527-3531 col
red and yellow opptes, candy,
STOUT REALTY
74 Dodge Colt, good
cookouts.
Offered
well
with just enough
and finishing Call 354- completely guarenteed Cali
nuts, melons.
111•••• inobro
condition, excp.
25. Business Services led.
below replacement
1
6127
We have tint itoodity sod
large shade trees and
or write Morgan Conclean,
One bedroom furnished
good
gas
cost.,
Reduced
to
re can't heat our price. We
list enough open
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE. 8 apartment,
Guttering by Sears, Sears struction Co.. Route 2, Box
mileage,
central heat
81850
or
753-0186
$74,900.
hew
Tar
Phone
sterner
753Later,
AM to 6 PM, nights and
land for a good
continous gutters installed 409A. Paducah, KY 42001.
kr,fieve
and air, low utilities, near
best offer. 767-4441.
who abets.
1222. Kopperud Realty
Saturdays by appointment.
garden or whatever,
per your specifications Call or call day or night. 1-442University, $120 per month.
for
courteous, compeSUBDIVISIONS FINEST.
759-1425.
land what if it is only
Sears 753-2310 for free 7026.
753-7114.
1974
Datsun 260-1. good estimate
tant real estate serready to move into, no
short distance from
41. Public Sale
26. TV-Radio
Yards mowed and trimmed
condition $3750. Call 437vice.
See duplex to appreciate
remodeling or cleaning up
Free
Heating, refrigeration, and Experienced.
Assume monthly payment extras! 1906 Greenbrier Sell one item or a hundred
4692.
necessary See this 3
LIVE AND
And
what
if
it
is
pricelectrical repair
Bob's estimates 492-8556
on a new Magnavox t.v., Road 2 Bedrooms, furnish- Bring your salable items to bedroom,
EARN
home
bath
on
ed
to
For
sell,
sale.
1977
quick?
Thunderbird.
It
is
Refrigeration
Service 55. Feed And Seed
paying only $7.96 down. ed kitchen, carpet, storage. New Concord Auction Barn, extra large lot, Featuring
Fight inflation with
ALL of these and we
gray with maroon trim.
Hazel, KY 498-8370 or
Leach's Music & TV,. in the washer and dryer hookups, Monday through Saturday. large family room, large liv- this brick duplex with
55,000
have
it!!
miles.
$3300.
For sale Good red top hay,
Call
753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
Jim-Adams
shopping - deck overlooking wooded Antique items sold on the ing room, fireplace, central gas heat and
nights or weekends. 7533 years old half mile west
75
farm
Acre
7
miles
center, Paris. TN.
lot, deposit, lease. $250 a first Saturday of the month
sundeck and fenced yard. central electric air.
Insulation blown in by of Penny. Call 753-5196.
0457.
All else sold on the third
SE of Murray. ApSears, save on these high
19 inch portable color tv. month. 753-5791 or 753- Saturday of the month For Owner leaving town Price Each side has two
saleFor
Restored
1958
proximately
40
ac,
2649
appointment.
for
reduced to sell now OR
heating and cooling bills 56. Free Column
Call 436-2139.
bedrooms, large living
information call 436-5353.
Buick Roadmaster. _436tendable land, 30 ac.
LOOK AT THIS 3 bedroom. 2 room and kitchenCall Sears 753-2310 for Free' Five 9 week old Put
Two
bedroom
furnished
For sale: 25 inch color t.v.
2139
-"in good timber. Has 3
bath with private 1
pies. mixed Terrier
free estimate
apartment,
quiet 43. Real Estate
dining room combinaCall 753-9124.
bedrooms, bath, full
For sale
1966 Ford
Beagle Will be extra s
neighborhood, no pets A Saving Home Gas heat bedroom apartment All city tion. Enjoy owning
Super
AI'S
Shell
utlities
basement,
R.C.A. t.v. combination T.V. 753-8731
fireplace,
no
but
Fairlane,
city
taxes
good. dependable
dogs Call 753-2504
makes it so economical
your own home and let
needs repair Will sacrifice
transportation. Also a mobo
several
out
South 4th Street
These low energy bills will Private patios and shady one side help pay your
Wanted
Small farm 25 to'c
for $225 or best offer. 753- Two bedroom, unfurnished, make for a quick
merray
tiller
yard
back
emoyadd
Call
your
to
buildings, pond. good
753-2987.
sale of
mortgage. Priced in
garage, in Murray, private
ment of this reasonably
Complete
4098.
A u to 50 acres with or without
well, and tobacco
this
home.
Come
see
Olds
1973
for
Cutlass
Supreme
location
References.
priced home Call Spann the mid $40's. Contact
Repair. Free tube with buildings in area near or
barn. Call Murray
with power steering, power
27Mobik Home Sales deposit, married
bounded by 94 West 10 641
couples. yourself 3 bedrooms, 2 Realty Associates, 753- Kopperud Realty, 711
oil sod fifer change.
Calloway
County
baths,
study
and
air-conditioni
brakes
den
with
ng,
South Call Shirley Wilferd
Main,753-1222.
1974 Double wide mobile Call 492-8594 after 6 pm.
1724
753-7896.
Realty for more inback
to
back
fireplaces
automatic
transmission,
It
ex/538146
or 753-3043
home, 2406, partially fur- Two bedroom duplex. aphas a kitchen with island,
formation.
cellent rubber. Call 436nished or unfurnished. All pliances furnished.
double ovens
2190
sewing
5
after
pm.
electric with baseboard available April '1st Phone
room.. all this sitting on
electric heat Very easily 753-9400
1974 Pinto wagon, new
shaded lot Best of
Morray-Calleway
225 L. P. Miller St. ,Across from Commendy Ceaterl
heated. $7500 Phone 1tires. $1350. 153-2952
all
.
owner
financing
34.
Houses
For
Rent
(meaty
Realty
354-6217.
Specializing in Senior Citizens
1963 Studebaker Lark,
available Offered by CEN
Factory
Direct
- Coast to Coast
(502)7534146 . 48,000
For sale 1970 Cambridge For rent 2 bedroom house TURY 21 Loretta Jobs
miles good condiBut
304U. 12111S5.
Quality I Lowest Prices
Open Hours
mobile home with 7' tilt 1614 Calloway, Murray Realtors 753 1492
tion. Can be seen at 2115
Allearr, Ky.421171
Professional Services - Easy Ternis
out living room. large 492-8225.
Gatesborough.,
Mon.,
Tues.,
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
4•••• il/M 2041
Purism & Thane's.
I 2x24 factory add on For rent Nice 2 bedroom
Nay. 641 S. Paris, In.
how.Om.- tS3-571S
Phone: 642-2231
1973 Volkswagen, ex8-12 753-3685
-41.1.
bedroom. Ile baths, central brick house with garage on
lasiermece &
cellent. 52000 1972 Buick
Shei. MP.- t11.16111
heat and air, fully carpeted. Kentucky lake $175 monFor Appointment
Real Estate
rono Momolny homboort
Skylark, needs paint lob
approximately 1080 sq. ft th, deposit required Call
1114
iii
Sivistliskl• Coact Sq.
Now Taking Applications
$550
Call
436-5869.
11. A Ow.herr.
Irving space. Call 753-2338. 492-8221 after 6 pm
Narray, Keatacky
For
50. Used Trucks
753-4431
TAX TIME IS COMING
46. Homes For Sale 1965 Ford window van. 6
LET PROFESSIONALS
NEED III RENT ITI
cylinder.
For sale Approximately 1
5675. 1474
By owner 3 bedroom brick
MANICURE YOUR LAWN
acres good frontage lot Cor
pickup. This mason rem lb. 0911,00011 Mil need te mere ye rotten
located at 522 South 6th Chevrolet
eorl nowt as top Welt Hp.momit ad ser lb.
ner new 641 Highway and
St Low 530's Call 753- automatic. $1295. Call and
et
Commercial and Residential Landscaping
having Whoa yr reet p.. yr ay• rail charms fee•xpaese
489-7595.
Union Hill Church Road
Me lung*
8262
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
time the ruipern .5U yew resoriee,
LAWN MAINTENANCE
Taking bids Call Ronnie
Brick. 3 bedroom. 2 baths, 1978 Ford F-150. pl., p.b.,
Bank of Benton, 527-8616,
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units One bedroom
Mowing,Pruning& Spraying
formal living Wm. etc on a c. Call 759-4636. Extension 82
handicapped units.
4 acres close to town on 1973 International truck
We offer prompt service,
Gas station • 3 car garage
blacktop road Combination van. 22'. 106 model, good
free estimates
body or cleanup shop
Apply Moo Fri Ii @Jr to 1 p
garage and workshop condition. price $2995 95
tease or buy on your own
552.500 153-1746 after 6 Call (901) 642-7190 ask for
The Village, 641 North
terms Will trade up or
pm
extension 45 or 37.
RENTAL SALES
down for boat, camper,
502-437-4157
sale by owner 3 Reduced, 1971 Ford
For
Rte. 8
759-1913 Murray, Ky. wrecker, truck. or other
CENTER
bedroom house near M S U. pickqn. straight shift. 435Equoi Housing OpportunitY'.
land Call 759-1739
a
10134 as,,.,
753-8955 for appointment
435?

23. Exterminating

MOBILE HOMES
TENNESSEE HOME CENTER

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

T 23i D Landscaping

49. Used Cars

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Ai 4
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Funerals

State Supreme Court Strikes
Down Reapportionment Law

Funeral Services
Today For
Dewey A. Tucker
F inal rites for Dewey A.
Tucker will be held today at
1 p.m at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Elder Joe Green
officiating.
Pallbearers will be Mark
Mink, 1Joyd Stephens, Gordon Veazey, Haywood LyeII,
Carpenter Jones, and Jimmy McClure. Burial will
follow in the Pm Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Tucker, 71, died
Wednesday at BowId
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
He was a resident of Huntingdon, Tenn.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Faith Miller Tucker,
one son, two sisters, and two
brothers.

Clayton Rogers,
County Native,
Dies In Dallas
Word has been received of
the death of Clayton Rogers
who died Saturday, March 7,
from an apparent heart attack at his home in Dallas,
Texas.
A native of Calloway County, he was the son of the late
DeImus Rogers and Virginia
Howard Rogers. He was
preceded in death by two
sisters, Mrs. Maye Routon
and Mrs. Clover Charlton,
and three brothers — Ed,
Hillard, and Hafford Rogers.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Gertie Beaman Rogers,
to whom he was married in
June 1929; one daughter,
Mrs. Charles (Nancy )
Cheshire, and one son, Jerry
Rogers, Dallas, Texas; one
sister, Mrs. Quitman
( Helen ) Herndon, and one
brother, Charles Rogers,
Ladonia, Texas; five grandchildren.
He was a member of the
First Baptist Church,
Dallas.
The funeral was held Monday, March 9, at 2:30 p.m. at
the Restland Memorial
Chapel, Dallas, with Dr.
Leon Simpson officiating.
Pallbearers
were
members of his Sunday
School Class. Interment was
in the Restland Memorial
Park there.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Waddy contested Shelby District
Kentucky Supreme Court has struck
Judge Fred W. Bond's January
down a state law requiring
redistricting order as too late to meet
magisterial reapportionment, thus
the 120-day deadline before the May
ending a two-year battle over
primary election.
redistricting in Shelby County.
Bond had been ordered by Shelby
The ruling Friday puts to rest a conCircuit Judge Harold Y. Saunders to
troversial attempt by Shelby County
redistrict Shelby County for the
officials to reapportion magisterial
primary. Bond had agreed that the
districts to comply with state law. The
county should be reapportioned but
law required that such districts be
said he thought it could only be done
redrawn every 10 years in conjunction
after the final census figures arrive in
with the census.
June.
Redistricting would have pitted two
But the matter of redistncting the
Shelby County magistrates against county before the May primary is
each other in the May primary elec- moot in view of the ruling.
tion.
"All that business was cast aside,"
The ruling leaves Kentucky without Runyan said. "The supreme court of
a statutory procedure for reapportion- Kentucky never got to that issue.
ment, creating what Kentucky Assis- They just said that the statute is bad
tant Attorney General Charles Ru- and they put it to rest in the judicial
nyan called "a serious void."
cemetery. It's dead."
The highest Kentucky judicial body
Runyan said he believes the ruling
declared the reapportionment law un- throws the matter into the hands of
constitutional in the case of Fawbush Kentucky's lawmakers and said it
versus Bond. James A. F'awbush of could be a matter for which the gover-

ATLANTA (API — The
desperate search for
Atlanta's child killer, fueled
by $1.5 million in federal
nor may have to call a special session. funds and a visit from Vice
"The ball has been thrown over to President George Bush,
the legislature,- Runyan said, "but in resumes today as hundreds
the meantime you have a serious void of volunteers investigate a
new disappearance.
here
For the 22nd weekend,
The ruling, in effect, reverses the
order by Saunders early this year that volunteers planned to comb
sections of the city in search
Bond redistrict Shelby County.
The redistricting scheme, drawn up of bodies, evidence and
by Bond, would have put current clues. On Friday, a 72nd
Shelby County Magistrate Edward name was added to the list of
Masters and Hubert Gordon in the black children slain and
same district, but keeping the old missing during the past 20
districts will keep Masters in the Clay months. Twenty bodies have
Village district and Gordon in the been found.
As President Reagan anNorth Shelby district.
Shelby County Clerk Sue Carole nounced in Washington the
Perry welcomed news of the un- allocation of $1.5 million for
constitutional ruling, saying it will the investigation, Atlanta
simplify the voting procedure in Public Safety Commissioner
Shelby County and not require a
change of ballots.
"It's going to make my job a whole
lot easier," she said. -If we had gone
by the new map, it would have caused
a lot of confusion...

People Asked
To Hold Off
Fires For Rain

Cut Not Wanted At Expense
Of Lunch, Vocational Programs
By STRAT DOUTHAT
Associated Press Writer
ASHLAND, Ky. API — A congressional subcommittee was told by an
eastern Kentucky labor leader that he
would rather not have his taxes reduced if it would mean cuts in the school
lunch and vocational education programs.
"I don't want my taxes cut to trim
these programs and I don't believe
anybody else does either," said Ellis
Harmon, an ironworkers official.
"These programs are important."
Harmon was among 50 witnesses
Friday, including area educators and
industry leaders, who addressed the
congressional subcommittee for
elementary, secondary and vocational education.
The subcommittee, headed by Rep.
Carl Perkins, D-Ky., is studying effects of the Reagan administration's
proposed cuts in such programs.
Another hearing was scheduled Saturday at Lexington.
Perkins said he felt the cuts would
all but destroy the programs and vowed he was prepared to resist reductions.
However, Rep. Thomas Petri, RWisc., said his constituents wanted

more power over how their money
was spent. He said the idea -is that
this will leave the money at home
rather than send it to Washington
where they will return it with a lot of
regulations attached."
David Osborne. an Ashland vocational education consultant, took exception to Petri's remarks.
"As far as I can tell the federal
government only pays about 15 percent for vocational education, and
now you want to take it away," he
said."To me,that's crazy."
Charles Chattin, vocational education regional director in eastern Kentucky, said the projected 25 percent
cutback would stop all expansion and
would mean drastic reductions in current programs.
"At this time, there are 1,697 people
on waiting lists for long term adult
preparatory programs at the Ashland
state vocational-technical school.
There are 687 people on waiting lists
for upgrade and apprenticeship training. These lines are due to inadequate
facilities for training," said Cattin,
whose region includes Boyd, Carter,
Elliott, Greenup and Lawrence counties.
Mose Napier, Wayne County,

Child Killer Probe Goes On

W.Va., school superintendent, said
projected 40 percent cuts in the school
nutrition program would result in
hungry children.
"The school lunch and breakfast
program in Wayne County is much
needed and appreciated," he said.
"Fifty-two percent of our students
countywide qualify for school lunches.
Many of our children have two meals
a day — the two they receive at
school."

SEBREE, Ky. ( API —
Western Kentuckians have
been asked to hold off on burning their trash and brush
until the region receives a
good rain, in the wake of a
series of grass fires in the
area.
On Thursday, one such fire
spread out of control in
Sebree, destroying a barn
and an old vacant house, and
burning several acres of
pasture and woods.
Authorities said damage to
the contents of the barn
alone could exceed $50,000.
Some of the firefighters
had just returned from a 100acre grass fire near
Slaughters when the Sebree
fire broke out.
Neighbors said five fire
departments fought the fire,
which Sebree Fire Chief
Harry Durbin said apparently started near a gully off
Ky. 132. Durbin said a
cigarette probably started it.

Lee P. Brown officially end to this tragedy,- Reagan
transferred the case of said. -This nightmare
has
Joseph Bell, 15, from the continued for more
than 19
missing persons squad to a nrionth.s. and I am determin20-member task force handl- ed to continue to
assist the ciing the cases.
ty of Atlanta in bringing it to
Bell. reported missing an end,"
March 3, was considered a
Reagan called the killings
streetwise,savvy youngster -one of the most
tragic situa"He always thinks he's tions that has ever
conreal up-to-date, knows fronted
an American comwhat's happening:' said his munity.mother, Doris Bell. But no, In an interview,
Brown
her son wouldn't be "eager said the
money - enough to
to jump in someone's car," pay
for about 10 months of
she said.
extra, unbudgeted expenses
One other youngster re- — would "enable
the city to
mains on the task force miss- continue its investigation
ing list — 10-year-old Darron without bankrupting
itself.'
Glass, last seen Sept. 14,
He said the action, corning
1980.
on top of the federal govern''I hope the children are ment's $979,000 social
seralive. That is my prayer," vices grant made March
5,
Brown said in transferring shows "a certain degree
of
the case.
symbolism ... a concern
In his White House press voiced by the president that
room announcement, this nation cares about the
Reagan said he was sending tragedy."
Bush to Atlanta today to
In another development, a
meet with Mayor Maynard 10-year-old black youth said
Jackson and demonstrate the last time he saw
his
the administration's "color- friend Patrick Baltazar,
the
blind" support. 19th murder victim, a "big
"This administration is do- man in a car" called out to
ing, and will continue to do, them: "Come here, you two
what we can do to bring an boys."

Third Lawsuit From
Fatal Pennyrile Crash
Filed In Hopkins Court
MADISONVILLE, Ky. . $2.6 million in damages. The
(API — A third lawsuit has other two suits, one filed in
been filed in Hopkins County behalf of a girl permanently
Circuit Court in connection injured and one on behalf of
with a fatal accident Imt Oc- a girl killed, also were
tober on the PennVrile against the Richesons and
Parkway which resulted in Sprinkle.
the deaths of three persons.
The accident occurred
Oct. 26 about five miles from
The latest suit was filed by Madisonville. The
state
Robert Marcellino in behalf police report said
Sprinkle
of Maria Marcellino, one of was driving a tractor
-trailer
the victims.
rig which ran into the rear of
The suit asks for $1,023,000 an automobile driven
by the
from Billy E. Richeson Sr. younger Richeson. All
three
and Billy E. Richeson Jr. of people
killed
were
Owensboro, plus an addi- passengers in the
Richeson
tional $200,000 from Tom automobile.
Sprinkle of Quincy, Ill.
The victims were returnTogether, the three ing from the Owensboro
area
lawsuits,
alleging to Murray State University,
negligence, seek more than where they were students.

James Dotson and Eugene Binion,
school superintendents of Pike and
Elliott counties respectively, said projected cuts would greatly damage the
vocational education program and
would be a serious blow to underprivileged children.
"Many hundreds, perhaps
thousands of children, will be forced
to go without breakfast and lunch at
school," Dotson said. "Many will
have nothing stall to eat."
Representatives from Ashland Oil,
Armco and Kentucky Electric Steel
testified that vocational education
program cuts would deplete the
The University Church of
area's pool of trained workers and
KEEP THAT GREAT
would hamper their growth and ex- Christ will hear Bruce Logue
GM FEELING WITH
speak on — God the
pansion plans.
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Righteous" with scripture
from Romans 3:21-26 at the
TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH
19
10:30 a.m. service and on
"Giving Thanks" with scripture from Philippians 1:1-11
at the 6 p.m. service on SunFRANKFORT, Ky. (API thins. said he wanted "to transfer and "understands ing to get moved."
Welch said he wanted to day, March 15.
— The slate Bureau of Cor- strengthen our field com- the reasons."
give Parke the experience of
Assisting in the services
rections has undergone a mand" in Frankfort.
ON "AN Y '81 MONTE CARLO OR CAMARO
Parke, 34, said he did not supervising
shakeup of top-level persona maximum- will be Ernie Bailey,
Wilson was reported to be seek the move, but
accepted security prison, according to Richard Smith, Sherrill
nel, according to a copyright at an all-day meeting Friday
it without question.
the newspaper.
Gargus, J. T. Page, Willard
story in Saturday editions of and declined to take
TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 1
a
"What Is Human Life Wor"It was rather unexThe justice chief said the Ails, Hamp W. Brooks,
the Louisville Courier- reporter's call.
th?" with scripture from
pected,"
Parke said. "But transfer was made "because Freed Curd, Gearl Suiter,
Journal.
Matthew 10:29-31 will be the
According
to
the I'm a professional correc- it will be a productive Doug Jones, Ellis PennState Justice Secretary
subject of the sermon by the
newspaper
report,
Welch tions officer. We're like move...I believe in moving ington, John Simmons, Bob
Neil Welch has named
Rev. Dr. David C. Roos at
Dewey Sowders to the post of said Wilson was "fully baseball managers — sooner people around. It freshens up Bazzell, Rob Gingles, Danny
the 10:45 a.m, worship serknowledgeab
le" about the or later you know you're go- the organization."
Nix, Charles Smothermon,
deputy corrections commisON ANY '81 CITATION OR CHEVETTE
vices on Sunday, March 15,
and Keith Hays.
sioner in charge of all inat the First Christian ChurNursery supervisors will
stitutions. Sowders has been
Dwain Toylrar Chevrolet Inc.
ch.
serving as warden at the
be Shirley Dunn, Wanda Er753-2617
641 South, Murray
The Chancel Choir,
win, Linda Feltner, and LinKentucky State Penitentiary
directed by Margaret Boone
WASHINGTON (AP)
Bureau could affect the and older, non-smokers as da Fain.
in Eddyville.
with Maxine Clark as
The newspaper said that Preliminary figures by the figures later on, Miller said, well as smokers. The figures
Bible classes will be held
organist, will sing the annISMERAL MOTORS P1,1/11 DIVISION
Sowders is replacing Al C. Agriculture Department it appears there has been a also ignore smokers younger at 9:30 a.m.Sunday.
them,"Surely He Has borne
Parke, who will assume the showed Friday that a six- slight shift, at least,from the than 18. They are statistical
Our Griefs."
year downward trend in the annual downtrend that had measurements rather than
warden's post at EddyviIle.
a
Assisting in the services
true gauge of American
The changes were average number of cigaret- occurred since 1973.
will be Marilyn Stickler.
tes
smoked
by
Americans
reportedly made after alitThe report, however, in- smoking habits.
Gene Landoll, Dr. A. H.
tie consultation between may have ended last year.
dicated total cigarette use
Titsworth, Henry Fulton, Dr.
But
officials
said
the
Welch and Corrections ComPer capita cigarette use
"may remain steady this
Clegg Austin, Jean Fleming,
missioner George Wilson downward trend may year, as increasing
popula- among Americans rose to a
Coleman McKeel, Dan
resume
in
1981.
and Parke, reports the
record of 4,345 cigarettes McKeel, Steve Shaw, Bill
According to the report, tion offsets reduced per more
paper.
than 217 packs — in
capita
use."
Van
Meter, Tracey
per
capita smoking averagWelch, who called Sowders
1963, the year before the U.S
Eldredge, Amy Roos, Dr.
Department officials cau- Surgeon General's report
"the most capable in- ed 3,924 cigarettes in 1980 —
and Mrs. Dave Eldredge,
dividual" in prison opera. slightly more than 196 packs tion that the statistics in- about the health hazards of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fulton
of 20 each. That was the clude all Americans 18 years
smoking.
and Max Miller.
same as the rate in 1979.
Sunday School will be at
Robert H. Miller of the
with. . .
9:30 a.m. and Youth Groups
department's Economics
will meet at 5:30 p.m. on
and Statistics Service said
Sunday.
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that the per capita smoking
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1980," Miller told a reporter.
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